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ABSTRACT 

 

Magnetic nanoparticles are of considerable interest owing to their potential applications 

in biotechnology and the magnetic recording industry.  Iron oxides have received much attention 

owing to their oxidative stability and biocompatibility; however, other transition metals and their 

alloys are also under investigation.  Cobalt has one of the largest magnetic susceptibilities of 

these materials, but it readily oxidizes upon exposure to air resulting in antiferromagnetic oxide.  

Hence, coating cobalt nanoparticles with an oxygen-impermeable sheath would confer numerous 

benefits.  Cobalt nanoparticles were prepared by the thermolysis of dicobalt octacarbonyl in two 

block copolymer micellar systems, wherein the copolymers were precursors to graphite or silica.  

Subsequent heat treatment of the samples at 600-700oC was conducted to condense the polymer 

coating around the cobalt nanoparticles and form oxygen impervious graphite or silica sheaths. 

Magnetic and structural characterization of these novel materials afforded pertinent 

information about their physical properties.  Magnetic susceptometry indicated that the graphite 

coated cobalt nanoparticles resisted oxidation for over one year.  The silica coated cobalt 

nanoparticles had high saturated specific magnetic moments, but the coatings were brittle and 

grinding the particles resulted in oxidation over time.  Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 

high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) and energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM) were employed to study 

particle size and structural differences of the cobalt nanoparticles before and after heat treatment.  

The mean particle size and size distribution increased for the graphite coated cobalt particles, due 

to particle sintering at 700oC.  In the silica coated cobalt nanoparticle system, the mean particle 

size increased when the sample was heat-treated at 600oC leading to a bimodal distribution.  This 

bimodal distribution was explained by a fraction of the particles sintering, while others remained 

discrete.  When the silica system was heat treated at 700oC, the particle size and size distribution 

remained similar to those of the pre-heat-treated sample, indicating that no sintering had taken 

place.  The rapid pyrolysis of the polymer at 700oC may serve to lock the cobalt nanoparticles 

into a silica matrix, thus preventing them from coming into contact with one another and 

sintering.  Several diffraction techniques (selected area electron diffraction (SAD), nano-beam 



electron diffraction (NBD) and x-ray diffraction (XRD)) were used to probe the crystal structure 

of graphite and silica coated cobalt nanoparticles, which was determined to be predominantly 

face-centered cubic.   

Anisotropic magnetic nanoparticles (nanorods) have an increased magnetophoretic 

mobility over spherical magnetic nanoparticles with the same equatorial radius.  This property 

makes them attractive candidates for in vivo biological applications.  Anisotropic mixed ferrite 

nanoparticles were coated with a biocompatible hydrophilic block copolymer to render them 

dispersible in aqueous media.  Polymer coated mixed ferrite particles exhibited magnetic 

properties similar to that of pure magnetite, as the total level of other transition metals in the 

nanoparticulate system was less than 5%.  Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and 

(EFTEM) confirmed that the dominant elements in the mixed ferrite nanoparticles were iron and 

oxygen.  Furthermore, HRTEM, SAD and XRD analyses indicated that the crystal structure for 

the mixed ferrite nanoparticles was inverse spinel.  X-ray diffraction peaks at low angles for the 

coated mixed ferrite rods corresponded to poly(ethylene oxide) peaks, suggesting that the block 

copolymer employed as a dispersant was associated with the particles.   
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CHAPTER 1.  Introduction 

 

1.1 Background on magnetic nanoparticles 

A magnetic fluid (ferrofluid) based on magnetite (Fe3O4) was first prepared in the early 

1960’s by grinding micron-sized magnetite in a ball mill for weeks and subsequently stabilizing 

the particles with oleic acid.  This seemingly archaic ‘synthesis’ led to a revolution of preparing 

synthetic ‘nanoscale’ magnetic materials in myriad ways.  The term ferrofluid is derived from 

the ‘ferromagnetic’ behavior of fluids, containing magnetic nanoparticles, when exposed to a 

magnetic field.  Nanoscale magnetic particles with a variety of compositions, sizes and 

stabilizers have been prepared in the past four decades.  Several applications for these materials 

exist, as ferrofluids and in the solid state, primarily in the biomedical and magnetic recording 

industries.  As the focus of this research is on the development of magnetic materials for 

biomedical applications, a brief background on nanoscale magnetic materials in biological 

systems is provided. 

Magnetic nanoparticles were first discovered in a biological organism (chitons) in 1962.  

Some of the teeth of chitons are capped with magnetite (Fe3O4), which is proposed to provide the 

mechanical strength for eating algae from the first few millimeters of marine rocks. 3  Magnetic 

nanoparticles are present in various other biological organisms (bacteria, 4 rainbow trout, 5 

homing pigeons, 6 etc.), with the proposition that the magnetic nanoparticles play a role in 

magnetoreception. 5, 6  More importantly, there exists a detectable quantity of nanoparticulate 

magnetite in humans, located in the heart and brain. 7, 8  The presence of magnetite in the body 

suggests that it is biocompatible, which may have implications in the potential in vivo 

administration of synthetic iron oxide based materials for biomedical applications. 

 Numerous current and potential commercial biomedical applications exist for systems 

comprised of magnetic nanoparticles.  Current applications are focused on in vitro applications, 

such as: 1) cell and cell organelle detection and separation and 2) immobilization, isolation and 

determination of biologically active compounds. 3  One current in vivo application for magnetic 

nanoparticles is as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast enhancement agents. 9  Future 

potential applications focus further on the in vivo usage of magnetic nanoparticulate and 

microsphere systems with magnetic nanoparticle components.  Some of these applications 

include, but are not limited to: 1) drug and radionuclide targeting therapies, 3 2) tumor 



hyperthermia, 10, 11 3) retinal detachment disorder treatment12 and 4) artificial muscle. 3  Several 

review articles have been published on the applications of magnetic nanoparticles in biomedicine 

and the interested reader is referred to 3, 9, 13, 14. 

Magnetic nanoparticulate systems receiving the most attention in the biomedical arena 

are the iron oxides (magnetite and maghemite), owing to their ease of preparation and oxidative 

stability, not to mention their biocompatibility.  Other systems that have been under intense 

general investigation are ground state transition metals of iron, cobalt and nickel.  Fe and Co 

have quite large magnetic susceptibilities compared with the iron oxides; however, the naked 

metals readily oxidize leading to a decline in their magnetic properties.  Alloys of transition 

metals (FeCo, 15 FePt, 16 CoPt, 17 FeCoNi, 18, 19 etc.) have also been studied. 

To understand the behavior of magnetic nanomaterials, in a fluid or in the solid state, 

thorough structural and magnetic characterization needs to be conducted.  Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM), high-resolution TEM (HRTEM), energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM) and 

electron diffraction are useful techniques for studying the size, morphology, chemical 

composition and crystallinity of magnetic nanomaterials and are demonstrated in many 

publications on these types of materials.  X-ray diffraction (XRD) is another useful technique 

used to probe the crystal structure of nanomaterials, with the possibility of determining particle 

size using peak-broadening analyses.  Magnetic susceptometry is critical in elucidating pertinent 

information on the magnetic behavior of any type of magnetic system.  Several types of 

experiments are used to study the magnetic properties of nanomaterials.  These experiments aid 

in determining the class of magnetic material present at different temperatures as well as the 

‘purity’ of the sample.  Impurities can be present as diamagnetic or paramagnetic species.  Small 

angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments can also be conducted, which provide information on 

the particle size and shape.  These data can be correlated with TEM and XRD data on particle 

size to compare their consistency.  This suite of analytical techniques provides the framework for 

defining material structural and magnetic properties, while assessing their potential for use in 

biomedical applications. 

The objective of this research was to use TEM, HRTEM, EFTEM, electron diffraction, 

XRD, magnetic susceptometry and SAXS to analyze three different macromolecule-metal and 

macromolecule-metal oxide complexes: 1) poly(styrene-b-4-vinylphenoxyphthalonitrile)-cobalt, 

2) poly(dimethylsiloxane-b-(methylvinylsiloxane-co-methyl(2-trimethoxysilethyl)siloxane))-
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cobalt and 3) a triblock copolymer comprised of a carboxylic acid containing urethane central 

block and poly(ethylene oxide) end blocks-mixed ferrite.  The analysis of each system will be 

presented in successive chapters, which have been or will be submitted for publication.  It is, 

however, necessary to provide adequate background information prior to the experimental 

chapters.  The following sections in this chapter will discuss: 1) ferrofluid stabilization theory, 2) 

methodologies for synthesizing and dispersing magnetic nanoparticles and 3) an overview of 

magnetism.  Chapter 2 provides a general overview of the analytical techniques proposed, with 

most attention focused on TEM and related techniques.  Chapters 3-5 are experimental chapters 

describing the analysis of the three sets of materials previously described.  Chapter 6 offers 

conclusions and suggestions for future research. 

 

1.2 Background on Ferrofluids and Colloidal Stabilization 

Ferrofluids are colloidal dispersions of magnetic metallic particles in a liquid medium.  A 

colloid is described as a system where at least one of the components is in the nanometer to 

micrometer range. 20  Dispersants are either surfactants or macromolecules that physically adsorb 

or chemically react with the magnetic particles rendering them dispersible in a liquid.  In a 

ferrofluid, nanometer to micrometer sized magnetic particles can be dispersed by a variety of 

methods, the most popular of which is coating the particles with dispersants.  Dispersants can be 

added either prior to particle synthesis, where they additionally serve as nanoreactor templates, 

or after particle synthesis where they act solely as dispersing agents.  To understand the 

importance of dispersants in colloidal stability, background information on the attractive forces 

inherent in ferrofluids and mechanisms of colloidal stability is necessary. 

 

1.2.1 Colloidal stability 

To obtain a stable ferrofluid, the forces separating particles need to be greater than the 

attractive forces between particles.  The primary attractive forces in a ferrofluid system are: 1) 

van der Waals forces and 2) magnetostatic forces.  Moreover, the force of gravity affects all 

colloidal systems and can result in sedimentation.  Attractive forces can lead to particle 

agglomeration, which then makes a system more susceptible to sedimentation.  

Sedimentation occurs when the gravitational force acting on a particle is greater than the 

thermal energy (kT) required for keeping the particle suspended indefinitely.  Sedimentation is 
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governed by two forces: the force of gravity and the force of friction.  The forces will be equal 

for particles falling with a constant velocity, expressed in the following equation,  

( gRRw oρρππη −= 3

3
46 )      1.2.1 

where η is the viscosity of the medium, R is the radius of a particle, w is the sedimentation 

velocity, ρ is the density of the solid particles, ρo is the density of the medium and g is the 

acceleration due to gravity. 21  The relationship expressed in equation 1.2.2 shows how particles 

must be designed to overcome the force of gravity while in solution (V is the particle volume, h 

is the height of the container, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature in degrees 

Kelvin). 22 

( ) kTVgho ≤− ρρ      1.2.2 

There is a size limit above which particles will sediment and below which particles will remain 

suspended indefinitely.  The size is dependent upon the density of the colloidal material and is ~ 

10 nm for magnetite (Fe3O4) particles with a density of 5.2 g cm3. 23  Particle size can increase in 

solution due to attractive forces, thus increasing the likelihood of sedimentation. 

 Van der Waals forces arise from a variety of dipole-dipole interactions: permanent 

dipole-permanent dipole, permanent dipole-induced dipole and induced dipole-induced dipole.  

The third class of induced dipole-induced dipole forces, also termed London dispersion forces or 

flickering dipole forces, are the main forces involved in long-range attraction in colloidal 

systems.  The change in polarization of electron clouds is spontaneous and occurs on a time scale 

of femtoseconds. 24  The mutually attractive force is weak between two atoms; however, when 

considering the numbers of atoms in colloidal particles and the sum of their forces, the resulting 

attraction is significant.  The following equation describes the van der Waals attractive force 

between two spherical particles: 
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where R is the radius of the particles (assumed to be monodisperse), D is the distance between 

particle centers and A is the Hamaker constant (~ 10-20 J for magnetite). 25  The van der Waals 

attractive force between particles scales as R-6.  Van der Waals attraction needs to be minimized 

to prevent particle agglomeration, which can lead to sedimentation. 
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 Magnetostatic interactions arise from the magnetic dipoles of colloidal magnetic particles 

in solution.  These forces are attractive and can be due to the magnetization of a sample when 

placed in an externally applied magnetic field or any inherent remanent magnetization of 

individual particles.  Only the first case has been considered, and the following expression 

describes the magnetostatic attraction between two particles: 

( ) ( )([ ]rmrmmm ˆˆ3
4 21213 ⋅⋅−⋅=

r
V o

M π
)µ    1.2.4 

where µo is the permeability of a vacuum, m1 and m2 are interacting dipole moments, r is the 

distance of particle separation and r⋅r̂  is the vector connecting the particle centers. 26-28  

Magnetostatic interactions, similar to van der Waals interactions, can lead to agglomeration and 

sedimentation and should also be prevented.  The sum of all attractive forces (VT) is represented 

by equation 1.2.5. 

MvdWT VVV +=      1.2.5 

To limit the attractive forces in a ferrofluidic system, repulsive mechanisms need to be 

introduced, whose forces are greater than the sum of the attractive forces. 

Two stabilization mechanisms are commonly employed to overcome van der Waals and 

magnetostatic attractive forces: 1) electrostatic stabilization and 2) polymeric stabilization.  

Electrostatic stabilization involves creating a charge on the surface of colloidal particles.  When 

the surface of a particle is charged the counter-ions are also present, which creates an electric 

double-layer.  The potential energy between two similarly charged particles increases upon their 

approach, leading to repulsion (Figure 1.2.1).  This mechanism is not often used in ferrofluid 

systems; however, the interested reader is referred to a manuscript written by Massert. 29  
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Figure 1.2.1 A) Electrostatically stabilized particles and B) potential energy vs. interparticle 

distance diagram. 

 

Polymeric stabilization utilizing non-ionic polymers can occur by two different 

mechanisms: depletion stabilization and steric stabilization.  Depletion stabilization, which 

utilizes dissolved polymers in solution to stabilize colloidal particles, is not commonly used in 

ferrofluid synthesis (Figure 1.2.2 A).  Steric or entropic stabilization, the most common method 

used in ferrofluid synthesis, occurs when polymers are physically adsorbed or chemically grafted 

onto the surface of magnetic colloidal particles (Figure 1.2.2 B).  When coated colloidal particles 

are in a good solvent for the polymer molecules, the bound polymer molecules extend away from 

the particle surfaces to gain configurational entropy.  When two coated particles approach one 

another under good solvent conditions, the polymer molecules from one particle impinge upon 

the volume occupied by the polymer molecules from another particle.  This impingement leads 

to a decrease in configurational entropy of the polymer molecules and thus an increase in free 

energy of the system.  A repulsive force is generated which leads to particle separation, thereby 

restoring the configurational entropy of the polymer molecules and decreasing the free energy of 

the system. 30, 31  The range of the repulsive force is greater than the distance required for van der 

Waals attractive forces to act and effectively reduces or eliminates the effect of van der Waals 

attractive forces.  Particles need to be completely covered with polymer molecules for the 

repulsive mechanism to operate.  If particles are not entirely covered, polymers can act as 

bridges between particles leading to particle agglomeration. 30  The reader is referred to 
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Israelachvili, Evans and Wennerstrom and Napper for more information on steric stabilization 

theory. 24, 30, 31 

 
B 
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Figure 1.2.2 Schematics of A) depletion stabilization and B) steric stabilization 

 

Surfactants are commonly utilized for sterically stabilizing magnetic nanoparticles; however, 

they provide less flexibility when designing systems for various applications.  Thus, the focus of 

this section will be on the use of block copolymer dispersants for stabilizing magnetic 

nanoparticles. 

 

1.2.2 Block copolymer stabilizers as dispersants for magnetic nanoparticles 

A block copolymer is a polymer having at least two different blocks, usually with 

different solubility characteristics.  Block copolymers are known to be good steric stabilizers, 

and they can be designed to perform in a variety of media.  The anchor block(s) is the block that 

adsorbs or binds (physically or chemically) to the colloid and is usually less soluble in the 

dispersing medium than the stabilizing block.  The stabilizing block(s) is soluble in the 

dispersing medium and serves to sterically stabilize the colloidal particle to which it is attached.  

Stabilization is imparted by the repulsive nature of the stabilizing blocks projecting into the 

dispersing medium.  Polymers that are anchored to a substrate have less conformational freedom 

than polymers that are not bound and as a result, display more conformational entropy when 

solvated.  This concept has been demonstrated experimentally, where the root mean square end-

to-end distance and characteristic ratio for bound poly(methylene) were greater than for free 

poly(methylene). 24   

 When using block copolymers as stabilizers in colloidal magnetic nanoparticle systems, 

the nature of the interaction between the anchor block and the magnetic particle (physical or 
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chemical) can be controlled.  It is known that carboxylates, phosphates and sulfates bind to 

magnetite (Fe3O4), 32 so a block copolymer designed to stabilize magnetite nanoparticles can be 

tailored with these functional groups.  Harris et al. reported the stabilization of magnetite 

nanoparticles with a triblock copolymer containing carboxylic acid functional groups that would 

bind to magnetite.  The anchoring is proposed to occur through the carboxylate anions of the 

carboxylic acid containing central block and positive Fe or protonated water groups on the 

surface of the magnetite particles.  The poly(ethylene oxide) tail blocks serve to sterically 

stabilize the particles in solution (Figure 1.2.3). 33  The anchoring of polymer blocks to other 

magnetic nanoparticles (Co, Fe, CoFe, etc.) is less understood; however, block copolymers are 

proposed to play an active role in particle formation. 
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Figure 1.2.3  Proposed stabilization of magnetite by carboxylate groups 

   

In 1966, Thomas suggested that polymers with polar groups promote the growth of cobalt 

particles ranging from 2-30 nm, using a procedure of thermally decomposing dicobalt 

octacarbonyl in a solution of a poly(methyl methacrylate-ethyl acrylate-vinyl pyrrolidone) 

terpolymer and toluene. 34  More recently, Wilcoxon et al. proposed that iron atoms may form a 

charge complex with ether groups of a non-ionic polyether surfactant or the polar R3N+ Br- 

headgroup of a cationic dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide surfactant.  Both reactions utilized 

octane as the solvent, anhydrous Fe(BF4)2 as the iron species and LiBH4 as a reducing agent.  

The iron precursor was not dissolved in water; rather, it was incorporated into each surfactant 

prior to dissolution in octane.  Spectroscopic charge-transfer bands shifted in position and energy 

depending on whether the iron atoms were in the presence of the ether or ammonium groups, 

suggesting the formation of iron-surfactant complexes. 35  It appears likely that the interaction of 

nucleophilic (electron donating) species with metal atoms may occur before particle formation, 
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at least in cases where the copolymer surfactants are random copolymers.  In such cases, the 

copolymers typically do not form micelles in the solutions in the absence of the metal 

complexing agents.  This interaction between soluble chains and metal complexing agents may 

bring multiple metal atoms together in the center of aggregates where they can condense into 

metallic nanoparticles upon thermal or chemical treatment.   

   There are several methods for the solution preparation of magnetic nanoparticles.  Most 

methods involve thermally or chemically treating a solution comprised of a metal salt or an 

organometallic precursor and a dispersant.  The dispersants can form micelles in solution without 

the complexing agents present if their solubility characteristics and copolymer architectures are 

appropriate, and these may serve as restrictive environments or templates that control the particle 

size.  Magnetic particles can also be synthesized without a dispersant and subsequently coated.  

The next section will discuss the preparation and steric stabilization of iron oxide, cobalt and 

cobalt ferrite magnetic nanoparticles. 

 

1.3 Synthesis and stabilization of magnetic nanoparticles 

Various synthetic methodologies for preparing magnetic nanoparticles have been 

reported in the literature.  This section will give an overview of research pertinent to this 

dissertation, namely on the synthesis and stabilization of iron oxide, cobalt and cobalt ferrite 

magnetic nanoparticles. 

 

1.3.1 Controlled size iron oxide nanoparticles 

The most well-known synthetic iron oxides are magnetite (Fe3O4) (saturation 

magnetization (MS) = 92 emu g-1) and maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) (MS = 74 emu g-1). 36  Sections 

1.3.1.1 and 1.3.1.2 will focus on the controlled syntheses of magnetite and maghemite 

nanoparticles respectively, in templates formed from aggregated structures in dispersions. 

 

1.3.1.1 Magnetite 

Magnetite (Fe3O4) is a mixed iron oxide (FeO·Fe2O3) with an inverse spinel crystal 

structure.  In the inverse spinel structure, half of the Fe+3 ions are tetrahedrally coordinated and 

the other half of the Fe+3 ions and all of the Fe+2 ions are octahedrally coordinated.  Each 

octahedral site has six nearest neighbor O-2 ions arranged on the corners of an octahedron, while 
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each tetrahedral site has four nearest neighbor O-2 atoms arranged on the corners of a 

tetrahedron. 37 

 Magnetite nanoparticles can be prepared in a number of ways, the most common of 

which is the chemical co-precipitation of Fe salts with the addition of a hydroxide base.  The co-

precipitation procedure can be performed with or without a dispersant.  Harris et al. 

demonstrated the post-production coating of Fe3O4 nanoparticles prepared sans surfactant.  The 

dispersant employed was a triblock copolymer comprised of poly(ethylene oxide) tail blocks and 

a carboxylic acid containing urethane central block.  The dispersant was dissolved in an organic 

solvent and stirred with the aqueous suspension of magnetite nanoparticles, which allowed the 

interfacial interaction of the dispersant with the particles.  The interaction between the carboxylic 

acid groups of the dispersant and the Fe atoms on the particle surfaces led to stabilized magnetite 

nanoparticles with a mean diameter of 8.8 ± 2.7 nm. 33 

Mendenhall et al. prepared Fe3O4 by the co-precipitation of FeSO4 and FeCl3 followed by 

sonicating the particles in the presence of poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA).  This procedure led to 

stable ferrofluids with an average particle diameter of ~9 nm. 38  Lee et al. prepared magnetite 

nanoparticles by co-precipitating FeCl2 and FeCl3 with NaOH in the presence of poly(vinyl 

alcohol) (PVA).  The magnetite particles were oxidatively stable with particle sizes ranging from 

3.8 nm to 6.6 nm depending on the concentration of PVA used. 39 

Lee et al. used sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (AOT) to prepare magnetite 

nanoparticles by a reverse micelle method.  In the reverse micelle method, two microemulsions 

are prepared.  The first microemulsion is comprised of AOT micelles containing an aqueous 

solution of Fe salts as the dispersed phase and isooctane as the continuous phase.  The second 

microemulsion is comprised of AOT micelles containing aqueous NaOH as the dispersed phase 

and isooctane as the continuous phase.  The two microemulsions are mixed together, where the 

dispersed aqueous phases interact with one another leading to magnetite nanoparticles ranging 

from ~5 to 15 nm in diameter depending on the ratio of water:AOT used. 40 

 Wormuth synthesized magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles from an aqueous solution of 

FeCl3 and FeCl2 salts (2:1 molar ratio) and hydrophilic block copolymer (poly(ethylene oxide-b-

methacrylic acid)).  The addition of ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) generated well-dispersed 

magnetic nanoparticles with a size of 5 ± 4 nm. 41  Wormuth was not able to define the iron 
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oxide as being either magnetite or maghemite; however, the stoichiometry of Fe salts used would 

produce magnetite in an ideal reaction.    

 

1.3.1.2 Maghemite 

Maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) has a cubic crystal structure similar to the inverse spinel crystal 

structure of magnetite and was the most common magnetic material used in magnetic recording 

media as of 1994, owing to the coercivity values of anisotropic maghemite nanoparticles (~200 

to 400 Oe). 37  Maghemite is commonly synthesized  by the co-precipitation of iron salts in the 

presence of base.  Lopez Perez et al. prepared 2 to 8 nm maghemite nanoparticles using a 

nonionic surfactant (Brij 97), which is comprised of an oleyl block and a poly(ethylene oxide) 

block (10 repeat units), in a double microemulsion procedure.  One microemulsion consisted of 1 

M FeSO4, 0.5 M FeCl3 and 0.1 M HCl as the aqueous dispersed phase and cyclohexane and Brij 

97 as the organic phase.  The other microemulsion had the same organic phase, but the aqueous 

dispersed phase contained cyclohexylamine instead of iron salts.  The microemulsions were 

mixed together at 65oC, where the dispersed phases reacted to afford maghemite nanoparticles.  

The particle size, which ranged from ~2 to 7 nm, could be controlled by changing the ratio 

between cyclohexane, Brij and aqueous iron salt solution. 42  

Another synthetic method employed to produce maghemite nanoparticles is the thermal 

decomposition of Fe(CO)5 to generate Fe0 nanoparticles.  The Fe0 nanoparticles are subsequently 

oxidized to afford γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles.  This process has been used to prepare controlled size 

γ-Fe2O3 stabilized with small molecule surfactants (fatty acids). 43, 44  Euliss and Grancharov et 

al. thermally decomposed Fe(CO)5 in oleic acid micelles to afford Fe0 nanoparticles.  The 

subsequent oxidation of the Fe nanoparticles led to γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles, which were then 

treated with tetramethylammonium hydroxide and sodium citrate to form electrostatically 

stabilized nanoparticles.  The electrostatically stabilized nanoparticles were mixed with a block 

copolypeptide of poly(Ne-2[2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethoxy]acetyl-L-lysine)100-b-L-aspartic acid 

sodium salt)30, leading to stabilized clusters where the carboxylic acid moiety of aspartic acid 

groups binds to maghemite crystals.  It was hypothesized that the aspartic acid blocks would 

form the core of block copolypeptide micelles, wherein multiple maghemite nanoparticles would 

be encased possibly bound to more than one aspartic acid block. 45   
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Underhill et al. prepared maghemite in crosslinked triblock copolymer templates.  First a 

triblock copolymer of poly(isoprene-b-2-cinnamoylethylmethacrylate-b-tert-butylacrylate) (PI-b-

PCEMA-b-PtBA) was dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF) and irradiated with UV radiation to 

crosslink the PCEMA block and form polymer capsules.  Next, the PI block was hydroxylated 

and the tert-butyl groups of the PtBA were cleaved to generate poly(2,3-dihydroxyisoprene) 

(PHI) and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) respectively.  The crosslinked capsules were dispersed in 

water to which FeCl2 was added.  The solution was stirred for 24 hours and the capsules were 

subsequently removed and placed into water, where NaOH was added to a pH of 10.  Finally, 

H2O2 was added to oxidize the Fe+2 ions to Fe2O3.  Particles synthesized by this method ranged 

from 4 to 16 nm in diameter. 46 

 

1.3.2 Controlled size cobalt nanoparticles 

Cobalt has three known crystal structures: face-centered cubic (fcc), hexagonal close 

packed (hcp) and epsilon (ε).  The normal room temperature bulk crystal phase of cobalt is hcp; 

however, the high-temperature phase (>450oC) of fcc cobalt is commonly reported for nanoscale 

materials at or below room temperature.  A new phase of cobalt (ε-cobalt), published in 1999, is 

described as having a primitive cubic structure resembling the β-phase of manganese. 47  The 

three phases of cobalt are energetically similar and hence, multiple phases of cobalt can be 

present owing to the low activation energy required for phase transformation. 47, 48 

Cobalt nanoparticles are usually synthesized by the reduction of Co salts or the thermal 

decomposition of organometallic precursors; however, electron beam vapor deposition has also 

been used to produce metallic cobalt nanoparticles. 49  Most methods in the literature involve the 

use of small molecule surfactants or other small molecule ligands to stabilize cobalt 

nanoparticles.  Puntes et al., Sun et al., Murray et al. and Hütten et al. used a combination of 

oleic acid and an alkyl phosphine or alkyl phosphine oxide to synthesize cobalt nanoparticles, 48, 

50-52 while Dinenga et al. used only trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) in their preparation of cobalt 

nanoparticles. 47  Cobalt nanoparticles can also be prepared in reverse micelles using a cobalt 

containing surfactant (Co(AOT)2) as the cobalt source, followed by NaBH4 reduction and 

stabilization by a fatty acid or TOPO. 53-55  Moreover, Co2(CO)8 can be used as the cobalt 

precursor and thermally decomposed in toluene with AOT or AOT:oleic acid as the reverse 

micelle templates.  Varying the concentrations of AOT and/or oleic acid leads to particle size 
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control from 3.9 nm for 2 mmol AOT to 13.1 nm for 0.01 mmol AOT:0.05 mmol oleic acid. 56  

Another reverse micelle method employs didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB) in 

toluene for the micellar template, Co(Cl)2 as the cobalt source and NaBH4 as the reducing agent 

to generate ~2 to 5 nm Co nanoparticles by varying the Co(Cl)2 concentration. 57 

 Poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) homopolymers have been used as polymeric stabilizers in the 

synthesis of Co nanoparticles by decomposing Co(η3-C8H13)(η4-C8H12) with H2.  This method 

affords superparamagnetic (discussed in section 1.4.2.6) Co nanoparticles with diameters 

between 1 and 2 nm. 58, 59  Cobalt nanoparticles were synthesized in block copolymers as early as 

1966.  Thomas prepared controlled size Co nanoparticles (from 2 to 30 nm in diameter) by the 

thermal decomposition of Co2(CO)8 in toluene in the presence of a poly(methylmethacrylate-

ethylacrylate-vinyl pyrrolidone) terpolymer.  Particle size was controlled by varying reagent 

concentrations, temperature and polymer composition.  Thomas hypothesized that polymers with 

a large percentage of polar groups facilitate the synthesis of smaller cobalt particles. 34  Tadd et 

al. employed a poly(styrene-b-methyl methacrylate) block copolymer system to synthesize Co 

nanoparticles by the thermal decomposition of Co2(CO)8 in toluene at 90oC for 16 hours, which 

afforded ~2 nm diameter Co nanoparticles.  It was hypothesized that the poly(styrene) block was 

more soluble in the toluene, thus forming the corona of the micelle (stabilizing block) and the 

poly(methyl methacrylate) block formed the core of the micelle (anchor block).  Furthermore, 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) revealed new absorption bands owing to the 

interaction between the PMMA ester groups and the cobalt particles. 60   

Stevenson et al. demonstrated the use of poly(dimethylsiloxane-b-(3-

cyanopropyl)methylsiloxane-b-dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS-b-PCPMS-b-PDMS) triblock 

copolymers as micellar templates for the preparation of Co nanoparticles by the thermal 

decomposition of Co2(CO)8 in toluene at 100oC.  Co nanoparticles with diameters ranging from 7 

to 18 nm were prepared.  Since toluene is a good solvent for the PDMS blocks and a poor solvent 

for the PCPMS blocks, the PDMS blocks will form the corona of the micelles while the PCPMS 

central blocks will form the core of the micelles.  TEM revealed that particles were well-coated 

with polymer sheaths; however, the saturation magnetization values were lower than bulk cobalt 

suggesting that oxidation of cobalt had taken place. 61  Rutnakornpituk et al. also used PDMS-b-

PCPMS-b-PDMS triblock copolymer templates to prepare Co nanoparticles by the same method, 

but studied the effects of Co2(CO)8:copolymer ratio and copolymer block lengths on particle 
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size.  Particle diameters increased from 6 nm for low concentration reactions (0.2 g Co2(CO)8:1 g 

copolymer) to 10 nm for medium concentration reactions (1.0 g Co2(CO)8: 1 g copolymer) while 

higher concentrations of Co2(CO)8 to copolymer resulted in particle aggregation.  Varying the 

PCPMS block from 2,000 to 5,000 g mol-1 and the PDMS blocks from 5,000 to 15,000 g-1 did 

not have a noticeable effect on the particle size.  The magnetization of Co nanoparticles was 

monitored over time to evaluate their oxidative stability, with results indicating that 0.3 to 0.9% 

of the magnetization was lost per day due to oxidation.  Nanoparticle stabilization was proposed 

to take place via nitrile group interaction with the cobalt nanoparticle surfaces. 62  Cobalt 

nanoparticles with improved oxidative stability were prepared by Connolly et al. using a 

pentablock copolymer comprised of poly(dimethylsiloxane-b-methyltriethoxysilethylsiloxane-b-

(3-cyanopropyl)methyl siloxane-b-methyltriethoxysilethylsiloxane-b-dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS-

PMTEOS-PCPMS-PMTEOS-PDMS).  The PCPMS block is proposed to bind to the Co 

nanoparticle surfaces through nitrile group interaction, the PMTEOS blocks are catalytically 

condensed to form a protective silica shell around the particles and the PDMS blocks act as steric 

stabilizers.  A decrease in oxidation was reported for particles with a silica coating compared 

with particles lacking a silica coating, suggesting the efficacy of this method for preparing 

oxidatively stable Co nanoparticles. 63 

 

1.3.3 Controlled size cobalt ferrite nanoparticles 

Cobalt ferrite belongs to a group of transition metal oxide known as simple ferrites with 

the chemical formula MO·Fe2O3, where M is usually Mn, Fe, Co, Ni or Zn.  Cobalt ferrites are 

prepared similarly to magnetite, which stands to reason, as the only difference is the divalent 

cation (Fe+2 for magnetite and Co+2 for cobalt ferrite). 

Song et al. reported the synthesis of controlled CoFe2O4 nanoparticles using Co and Fe 

coordination precursors.  Co(acac)2, 1,2-hexadecane diol, oleic acid and oleylamine were added 

to phenyl ether and heated to 140oC.  A solution of Fe(acac)3 and phenyl ether was added 

dropwise, whereafter the temperature was increased to 240oC and held for 30 min.  This process 

generated 5 nm spherical nanoparticles with a spinel crystal structure, which were then used as 

seeds to create larger spherical or cubic nanoparticles depending on the ratio of surfactant and 

additional precursor added to the seed nanoparticles. 64  Moumen et al. synthesized 2, 3 and 5 nm 

CoFe2O4 particles by adding aqueous methylamine (CH3NH3OH) to a solution of cobalt 
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dodecylsulfate and iron dodecylsulfate surfactants and stirring the solution at room temperature.  

The counter ions of the surfactants (Fe+2 and Co+2) serve as the reactants and are in a ratio of 3:1, 

instead of the 2:1 ratio needed for CoFe2O4, because the oxidation of Fe+2 to yield Fe+3 is ~65%. 
65  Ngo et al. prepared cobalt ferrite nanoparticles with only 3.5 wt% cobalt  utilizing the Co and 

Fe dodecylsulfate route demonstrated by Moumen et al. to generate Co0.13Fe2.58X0.29O4 

nanoparticles (where X is a cationic vacancy).  Necessary concentrations of Co(DS)2 and 

Fe(DS)2 were prepared in an aqueous solution to which CH3NH3OH was added.  Nanoparticles 

with a diameter of ~11 nm were prepared and it was suggested that the small amount of cobalt in 

the nanoparticles enhances the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, owing to the increased coercivity 

of the cobalt ‘doped’ system compared with Fe3O4. 66 

Bonini et al. synthesized CoFe2O4 nanoparticles by two pathways: 1) a microemulsion 

method and 2) a supersaturation method.  In the microemulsion method, 350 µL of an aqueous 

solution of 0.2 M Fe(NO)3 and 0.1 M CoSO4 was added to an organic solution of 1g CTAB, 10 

mL n-octane and 1 mL n-butanol.  Another microemulsion containing 350 µL ammonium 

hydroxide and the same organic phase was prepared and the two microemulsions were mixed 

under agitation to afford ~ 7nm CoFe2O4 nanoparticles.  In the supersaturation method, equal 

volumes of 0.66 M Fe+3 and 0.33 M Co+2 solutions were added to concentrated HNO3 and 

boiled.  Boiling 1 M NaOH was added and the solution was rapidly agitated, resulting in a 

magnetic precipitate.  The precipitate underwent other work-up treatments to electrostatically 

stabilize the nanoparticles.  A portion of the electrostatically stabilized nanoparticles was added 

to a water:2-propanol solution.  NH4OH and tetraethylorthosilicate were added under agitation 

(procedure repeated multiple times) to form a silica shell around the nanoparticles.  Small angle 

x-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements indicated that the proposed silica shell was ~2.5 nm 

thick. 67  Crystalline information about the nanoparticles was not reported for either method; 

however, the stoichiometry of the reaction suggests that CoFe2O4 should be formed. 

Ji et al. reported the synthesis of CoFe2O4 nanoparticles by hydrothermally treating a 

solution of CoCl2 and FeCl3, with and without cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), in an 

autoclave for 15 hours at 130oC.  Particles generated without CTAB were irregular in shape; 

however, particles prepared with CTAB were anisotropic (‘nanorods’) with lengths of ~120 nm 

and diameters of ~25 nm. 68 
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1.4 Magnetism overview 

To understand and appreciate the myriad applications for nanoscale magnetic materials, 

one must first understand the fundamentals of magnetism.  Magnetism has been a unique and 

intriguing phenomenon since the discovery of lodestone (i.e. magnetite), the only naturally 

occurring magnetic material.  Since the discovery of magnetite, magnetism has been exploited in 

disciplines ranging from mining (mineral separation) to medicine (magnetic resonance imaging 

or MRI).  The following section will discuss the fundamentals of magnetism and the different 

classes of magnetic materials. 

 

1.4.1 Fundamentals of magnetism 

Magnetism and electricity were combined into the theory of electromagnetism primarily 

owing to the work of Faraday and Maxwell in the 19th century. 69  The idea that an electric 

current can generate a magnetic field is useful in explaining the origin of magnetism in materials.  

In terms of volume, matter is made principally of electrons.  The movement of electrons around 

atoms explains how magnetism arises from matter.  Electrons have a spin magnetic dipole 

moment (µs) and an orbital magnetic dipole moment (µorb).  The spin magnetic dipole moment is 

an intrinsic property of an electron and is related to the spin angular momentum (S) by: 

S
m
e

s −=µ       1.4.1 

where e and m are the charge and mass of an electron respectively.  The spin angular momentum 

is quantized and can only be ± ½.  Since only the z component of S can be measured, only the z 

component of µs can be measured from the following equation: 

m
eh

zs π
µ

4, ±=       1.4.2 

where h is Planck’s constant.  The positive value of this equation, known as the Bohr magneton 

(µB), has a value of 9.27 x 10-24 J T-1. 37  The Bohr magneton is the fundamental unit in 

magnetism and magnetic materials are described in terms of this quantity.  The orbital magnetic 

dipole moment arises from the movement of electrons around the nucleus of an atom.  The spin 

magnetic dipole moment and the orbital magnetic dipole moment combine for each electron of 

an atom.  The sum of this combination for each element determines what type of magnetism a 

material displays.  There are six classifications of magnetic materials: 1) diamagnetic, 2) 
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paramagnetic, 3) ferromagnetic, 4) antiferromagnetic, 5) ferrimagnetic and 6) 

superparamagnetic.  The following section will explain the differences between the various types 

of magnetism.  As a prelude to the discussion of magnetic materials, a table listing the quantities 

and units used in magnetism is provided (Table 1.4.1).  

 

Table 1.4.1 Table of quantities and units used in magnetism 
Quantity Symbol Gaussian units Conversion Factor SI units 

Magnetic flux density, 

magnetic induction 
B gauss (G) 10-4 tesla (T) 

Magnetic flux Φ Maxwell (Mx) 10-8 weber (Wb) 

Magnetic field strength H oersted (Oe) 103/4π Ampere/meter 

(A/m) 

Volume magnetization 4πM G 103/4π A/m 

Mass magnetization σ, M emu/g 1 A·m2/kg 

Magnetic moment m emu 10-3 A·m2

Magnetic dipole moment j emu 4π x 10-10 Wb·m 

Volume susceptibility χ Dimensionless 4π Dimensionless 

Mass susceptibility χp cm3/g 4π x 10-3 m3/kg 

 

1.4.2 The Six Classes of Magnetic Materials 

The magnetic properties of a material are governed by the electronic structure of the 

atoms within the material.  Magnetic materials vary from very weakly magnetic (diamagnetic) to 

permanently magnetic (ferromagnetic).  The most important property of a magnetic material is 

the magnetic susceptibility (χ): 

H
M

=χ              1.4.3 

where M is the magnetization and H is the magnetic field, both of which have the units A m-1.  

The magnetic susceptibility is different for each material and is temperature dependent (except 

for diamagnetic materials) as seen in the following equation: 

θ
χ

±
=

T
C                 1.4.4 
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where C and θ are constants that differ for each material. 37  Table 1.3.2 lists the primary 

differences between the classes of magnetic materials.  Figure 1.4.1 shows the alignment of 

magnetic moments at room temperature for the different classes of magnetic materials. 

 

Table 1.4.2 Description of classes of magnetic materials 37 
Class Critical Temp. Magnitude of χ Variation of χ with T Atomic structure 

Diamagnetic None ~ -10-6 to -10-5 Constant Atoms have no permanent dipole moment 

Paramagnetic None ~ 10-5 to 10-3 χ=C/T Atoms have permanent dipole moments, but 

adjacent moments do not interact 

Ferromagnetic Curie Temp., θC > 10-3 Above θC,  χ=C/(T-θ) 

θ≈ θC

Atoms have permanent dipole moments and 

interact causing alignment (parallel) 

Antiferromagnetic Néel Temp., θN ~ 10-5 to 10-3 Above θN,  χ=C/(T±θ) 

θ≠ θN

Atoms have permanent dipole moments and 

interact causing alignment (antiparallel) 

Ferrimagnetic Curie Temp., θC > 10-3 Above θC,  χ≈C/(T±θ) 

θ≠ θC

Atoms have permanent dipole moments and 

interact causing uneven antiparallel 

alignment 

Superparamagnetic Curie Temp., θC > 10-3 Above θC, χ=C/T Atoms have permanent dipole moments and 

interact causing alignment 

 

 

BA 

C D 

 

Figure 1.4.1 Schematic of magnetic dipole moment alignments in zero applied-field at room 

temperature for: A) paramagnetic or superparamagnetic material, B) ferromagnetic material, C) 

antiferromagnetic material and D) ferrimagnetic material. 
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1.4.2.1 Diamagnetism 

The induction of a magnetic moment upon exposure to an external magnetic field defines 

diamagnetism.  All materials are inherently diamagnetic.  Materials that have filled electron 

shells exhibit no net spin magnetic dipole or orbital magnetic dipole and are classified as purely 

diamagnetic.  However, materials that also have unfilled electron shells exhibit other types of 

magnetism that will outweigh the diamagnetic effects.  Diamagnetic materials have a negative 

magnetic susceptibility (χ), because of the direction of the induced magnetic moment upon 

exposure to a magnetic field.  This explanation is based on Lenz’s law, which states that the 

magnetic field due to the current (of electrons) opposes the change in magnetic field, which 

induced the current. 69  Thus, when a diamagnetic material is exposed to an external magnetic 

field, the induced magnetic field is in the opposite direction.  Figure 1.4.2 shows a magnetization 

vs. magnetic field plot for a Teflon sample holder used in this research.  The negative slope of 

the curve in positive magnetic fields is indicative of a purely diamagnetic material.  Note that the 

magnetization value is of the order of –10-5 to –10-3, which is expected for purely diamagnetic 

materials.  

 

Figure 1.4.2 Room temperature M vs. H plot for a diamagnetic Teflon sample holder 
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1.4.2.2 Paramagnetism 

Paramagnetism occurs in materials with permanent magnetic dipole moments, such as 

atoms or molecules with an odd number of electrons and atoms or ions with unfilled electron 

shells. 70  In zero applied magnetic field, the atoms randomly align to give a net moment of zero 

for the material.  However, when exposed to an externally applied magnetic field, a small 

amount of magnetization occurs.  The reason that only partial alignment occurs is explained by 

the inverse relation of χ with T: χ=C/T.  This relationship also explains the positive susceptibility 

of paramagnetic materials and is expressed more formally as:  

kT
Nmc o

2µχ =          1.4.5 

where c is a constant, µo is the permeability of a vacuum, N is number of magnetic dipoles (m) 

per unit volume, k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature. 37  Equation 1.3.5 

is called the Curie law and ideal paramagnetic materials obey this at most temperatures, except 

very low temperatures (< 5 K).  The value of kT is the governing factor for the behavior of 

paramagnetic materials, as it is greater than the energy required to align magnetic dipole 

moments. 69  Figure 1.4.3 shows the temperature relationship for a sample containing a 

paramagnetic component.  Notice the positive slope in high applied-fields at 5 K and the 

saturation effect in high applied-fields at 300 K. 
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Figure 1.4.3 Magnetization vs. Magnetic Field plots for a material with a paramagnetic impurity 

at:  300 K (─) and 5 K (---) 

 

1.4.2.3 Ferromagnetism 

Ferromagnetism differs from the weaker diamagnetism and paramagnetism, in that the 

electrons of neighboring atoms interact with one another in a process called exchange coupling. 
69  Exchange coupling phenomena, caused by exchange fields, result in the magnetic dipole 

moments of atoms being aligned at room temperature despite the effect of kT.  The most 

common ferromagnetic materials are zero-valent transition metals like Fe0, Co0 and Ni0.  

Ferromagnetism is strongly temperature dependent, and the magnetization of a ferromagnetic 

material is inversely related to temperature by: 

θ
χ

−
=

T
C              1.4.6 

where C is a constant and θ is close to the Curie temperature (θC) for the material.  The Curie 

temperature is the temperature above which the exchange coupling ceases to be present.  This 

means that above θC, a ferromagnetic material randomizes due to thermal energy as in 

paramagnetic materials.  The expanded version of equation 1.4.6, called the Curie-Weiss law, is: 

kcwNmT
kcNm

o

o

/
/

2

2

µ
µχ
−

=         1.4.7 
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where C is defined by the numerator and θ is defined by the fraction in the denominator where w 

is called the exchange field coefficient. 37, 70  Thus, ferromagnetic materials have their highest 

magnetization at 0 K and the magnetization decreases up to the Curie temperature where it 

disappears.  Complete alignment of magnetic dipole moments (magnetic saturation) occurs 

readily for ferromagnetic materials.  The Curie-Weiss law indicates that ferromagnetic materials 

have a higher χ than paramagnetic materials due to the subtraction of θ in the denominator.  This 

increased χ enables a ferromagnetic material to become saturated in very low fields, sometimes 

less than 1 T. 

 Most ferromagnetic materials are comprised of magnetic domains.  Magnetic domains are 

regions of a material where the magnetic dipole moments are aligned in one direction.  An 

example of a region would be a single crystal within a polycrystalline sample.  Magnetic energy 

minimization within a material causes the formation of magnetic domains.  When domains are 

arranged such that the north pole of one domain is at the south pole of another and vice versa, the 

energy is decreased by ½.  Further application of this theory leads to the energy of a material 

decreasing by 1/N where N is the number of domains formed (Figure 1.4.4. A and B). 70    

Domain wall is the term used to define the interfacial region between magnetic domains and the 

application of a magnetic field to a ferromagnetic material results in domain wall movement.  

Qualitatively, the domain walls move such that domains aligned in the direction of the applied 

field ‘grow’ and domains that are in other directions ‘shrink.’  The direction of the magnetic 

moments within domains that are not aligned in the direction of the applied field may also begin 

to rotate at significant field strengths (Figure 1.4.4. C and D).  Nevertheless, the formation of 

magnetic domains is energetically unfavorable below a certain size, which is different for each 

material.  In this case, the material is classified as single-domain.  Single-domain particles are 

uniformly magnetized along an easy axis. 71  The topic of single-domain particles in the 

superparamagnetic regime will be discussed further in section 1.4.2.6.  For a more detailed 

account of magnetic domains the reader is referred to Morrish. 72  
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Figure 1.4.4 A) material with two domains has energy decreased by ½, B) material with four 

domains has energy decreased by ¼, C) material in zero applied field and D) material in strong 

applied field 

 

 Since ferromagnetic materials are the most interesting magnetic materials in terms of 

their actual and potential applications, their properties need to be measured quantitatively.  

Hysteresis loop measurements reveal the magnetic properties of interest in magnetic materials.  

A hysteresis loop is measured by placing the sample in a magnetometer and measuring the 

response of the material (M or σ) with respect to the applied magnetic field (H).  Several valuable 

quantities are obtained from hysteresis loop measurements: 1) MS or σS, 2) MR, 3) HC and 4) HE.  

The saturation magnetization (MS) or specific saturation magnetization (σS) are values indicating 

the magnetization of a specimen when all of the magnetic dipole moments are aligned in the 

direction of the applied magnetic field.  Magnetic remanence (MR) is the magnetization of a 

sample in zero applied field.  Coercivity (HC) is the strength of the magnetic field needed to 

remove any remanent magnetization from a sample.  The exchange bias field (HE) denotes the 

shift of the center of a field-cooled hysteresis loop, brought about by the coupling of a 

ferromagnetic material with an antiferromagnetic material.  The experiments involved with 

acquiring these data will be discussed in more detail in the experimental methods section.  

 

1.4.2.4 Antiferromagnetism 

Antiferromagnetic materials are characterized by having a weak magnetic susceptibility 

of the order of paramagnetic materials.  Examples of antiferromagnetic materials are transition 

metal compounds and some transition metal oxides (CuCl2, CoO, NiO).  Antiferromagnetic 
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materials are comprised of sublattices of atoms whose magnetic dipole moments are aligned 

antiparallel.  The antiparallel alignment of magnetic dipoles in antiferromagnetic materials is 

complex and will not be discussed in detail.  The antiparallel arrangement of magnetic dipoles in 

antiferromagnetic materials is the cause for the small magnetic susceptibility of 

antiferromagnetic materials.  The temperature above which antiferromagnetic order ceases to 

exist is called the Néel temperature (θN).  Above θN, antiferromagnetic materials have a slight 

positive magnetic susceptibility comparable to paramagnetic materials.  Below θN, however, 

antiferromagnetic materials have a spontaneous magnetization (H=0) that causes the magnetic 

dipole moments of the sublattices to align antiparallel to each another.  The reader is referred to 

Chapter 8 in Morrish for a more comprehensive and detailed discussion on antiferromagnetic 

materials. 72 

 

1.4.2.5 Ferrimagnetism 

Ferrimagnetic materials, like ferromagnetic materials, have a spontaneous magnetization 

below a critical temperature called the Curie temperature (θC).  The magnitude of magnetic 

susceptibility for ferro- and ferrimagnetic materials is similar; however, the alignment of 

magnetic dipole moments is drastically different.  The magnetic dipole moments in a 

ferrimagnetic material are divided into sublattices and are classified as a subset of 

antiferromagnetic materials.  Each sublattice can be treated as a ferromagnetic material and the 

difference between the magnetic dipole moments for the sublattices results in the net 

magnetization for the ferrimagnetic material. 36  The difference between ferri- and 

antiferromagnetic materials is that either the magnitude or number of the moments of the 

sublattices is different. 37  Thus, the mathematical derivation for the magnetic susceptibility is 

complex and the reader is referred to 37 and Ch. 9 in 72.  Qualitatively, ferrimagnetic materials 

behave like paramagnetic materials at high temperatures (χ~T-1), while at temperatures below θC 

they have a spontaneous magnetization and are organized into magnetic domains. 73  Magnetic 

materials that fall into the classification are transition metal oxides like magnetite (Fe3O4) and 

mixed ferrites like cobalt ferrite (CoFe2O4). 
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1.4.2.6 Superparamagnetism 

Superparamagnetic materials are a unique class of materials.  Superparamagnetic 

materials are single-domain particles that behave like ferromagnetic materials below θC, because 

they have rather large susceptibilities, are saturated in moderate magnetic fields and display 

remanence and coercivity.  Above θC, however, superparamagnetic materials behave like 

paramagnetic materials as they display no hysteresis (i.e. no magnetic remanence or coercivity). 
37  Superparamagnetic particles are uniformly magnetized along an easy axis and thermal energy 

causes the magnetization to switch between equivalent easy axes through an anisotropy barrier.  

This switching happens so quickly that the time average magnetic remanence is zero.  

Superparamagnetic particles align with an applied magnetic field by one of two mechanisms: 1) 

Néel rotation or 2) Brownian rotation.  Néel rotation occurs when particles are in a fluid or the 

solid state and results from the rotation of the magnetic moment of a stationary particle.  

Brownian rotation only occurs when particles are in a fluid and results from the physical rotation 

of a particle towards the direction of the applied magnetic field. 74 
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CHAPTER 2. Physical Characterization of Magnetic Nanoparticles 

This chapter will cover various analytical techniques used to characterize magnetic 

nanoparticulate systems.  The first section discusses the operation of a transmission electron 

microscope (TEM) and the valuable information, such as images, diffraction patterns and 

spectra, obtained with this technique.  The method discussed in the second section is x-ray 

diffraction (XRD).  XRD provides the means for analyzing the crystal structure of a sample.  

When using electron diffraction with TEM, XRD is a complementary technique used to 

corroborate the crystal structure of a larger volume of a specimen.  The third section on 

magnetometry discusses the use of magnetic susceptometry to understand the magnetic 

properties of magnetic nanoparticles.  These properties include but are not limited to the 

saturation magnetization (σS or MS), the remanence magnetization (MR) and the coercivity (HC).  

The final section is on small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS).  SAXS is used to extract information 

related to the particle size and shape of a relatively large volume of sample, and is 

complementary to particle size analysis conducted from microscopic measurements. 

 

2.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a fundamental technique used to characterize 

specimens in materials science.  A TEM is very similar to an optical microscope (OM), in that 

radiation is emitted from a source and passed through a condenser lens until it interacts with the 

sample at or near the objective lens.  After interacting with the sample, the radiation travels 

through a series of additional lenses to a viewing ‘screen’ where one can see the image.  This 

‘screen’ is the human eye for an OM and a fluorescent screen for a TEM (Figure 2.1.1).  In OM 

the radiation is light and the lenses are glass, whereas in TEM the radiation is electrons and the 

lenses are electromagnetic.  This section on TEM will give the reader a basic understanding of 

how a TEM operates and its capabilities.  

The types of samples addressed in this section are magnetic nanoparticles; however, 

TEM is also used to analyze biological, geological and a variety of other specimens.  Two TEMs 

were used in this research: 1) JEOL 2000 FX TEM operated at 80 kV and 2) JEOL 3000 F field-

emission gun TEM operated at 300 kV.  The JEOL 2000 FX microscope has a thermionic 

electron source and images and diffraction patterns are collected on film.  The JEOL 3000 F 

microscope has a field-emission electron source, digital imaging system and Gatan image filter.  
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Images are collected with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera; however, diffraction patterns 

must still be collected on film.  It is important to understand the similarities and differences 

between these instruments; therefore, a detailed description of microscope operation is provided. 

The first part of this section will give an overview of the fundamentals of TEM and a 

description of the microscope’s components.  The second part deals with electron-sample 

interactions, which give rise to images, spectra and diffraction patterns.  The third part discusses 

limitations of TEM and the fourth and final part covers data acquisition, i.e. imaging, 

spectroscopy and diffraction.  Recommended resources are mentioned throughout this section for 

the reader who desires a more in-depth explanation on the topics. 
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Figure 2.1.1 Schematic of a transmission electron microscope with the source, lenses and 

apertures labeled. 
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2.1.1 Fundamentals 

A transmission electron microscope (TEM) uses electrons as the source of radiation 

compared to light (photons) used in optical microscopy (OM).  The benefit of using electrons 

over photons is that the wavelength is much smaller.  Visible light wavelengths vary from 400-

700 nm, whereas the wavelength of electrons depends on the accelerating voltage.  A field-

emission TEM operating at 300 kV, generates electrons whose relativistic wavelength is 0.00197 

nm with an energy spread of less than 0.5 eV. 75  The wavelength and energy spread have larger 

implications that will be discussed in later sections.  A TEM can be broken down into three 

primary components: 1) the electron source, 2) the electromagnetic lenses with their respective 

apertures and 3) the projection chamber. 

 

2.1.1.1 Electron Sources 

In a TEM there are two types of electron sources: 1) thermionic source (JEOL 2000 FX) 

and 2) field-emission source (JEOL 3000 F). 76  Electrons are emitted from a thermionic source 

by heating the source (usually a tungsten filament or LaB6 crystal), by the passage of an 

electrical current through the source, to a sufficient energy that allows the electrons to leave their 

respective atoms.  The energy for an electron to leave an atom is referred to as the work function 

(Φ) and can be calculated from Richardson’s law (equation 2.1.1) where J is the current density 

from the source, AR is Richardson’s constant, T is the absolute temperature in K, Φ is the work 

function and k is Boltzmann’s constant. 76 
kT

R eTAJ /2 Φ−=       2.1.1 

The thermionic source is known as a triode gun, since it is comprised of a cathode (emission 

source), an anode and a Wehnelt cap (Figure 2.1.2).   
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Figure 2.1.2  Diagram of thermionic emission gun. A) cathode or emission source, B) Wehnelt 

cap, C) anode and D) electron beam. 

 

The cathode is held at a high negative potential with respect to the anode, which allows for a 

rapid acceleration of the electrons across a large potential towards the anode to generate an 

electron beam. 75  The Wehnelt cap is held at a slightly more negative potential than the cathode 

and controls the diameter of the electron beam leaving the cathode.  The difference in potential 

between the cathode and anode is what defines the accelerating voltage of a microscope, and 

hence the energy of the electrons. 

 The field-emission source (zirconia coated tungsten crystal) differs from the thermionic 

emission source, as it relies on quantum tunneling of electrons to generate an electron beam.  A 

large electrical current (> 109 V/m) is passed through the source to increase the probability of an 

electron leaving the surface without requiring the energy specified by the work function for that 

material. 75  Once the electrons leave the surface of the source (cathode) they are pulled away by 

an extraction anode.  The potential between the cathode and the extraction anode is only a few 

kilovolts.  However, once the electrons reach the extraction anode they are accelerated down the 

column of the microscope by the acceleration anode (Figure 2.1.3).  The potential difference 

between the extraction anode and the acceleration anode is approximately 100-300 kilovolts.  For 

field-emission to occur, the electron source must be perfect.  That is, no contaminants can be in 

the column to interfere with this delicate source.  For this reason, the field-emission microscopes 

are kept under a very high vacuum (10-8 Pa) compared with thermionic microscopes (10-2 – 10-4 

Pa).  It should be noted that there are two types of field-emission electron guns.  The first is 
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called the cold field-emission gun and relies on ‘extracting’ electrons from the source at room 

temperature.  Alternatively, thermal field emission (Schottky emitters) (JEOL 3000 F) can be 

used which effectively combines the thermionic emission process with the field-emission 

process, but not at the temperatures required for pure thermionic emission. 76 

Once the electrons have been emitted or extracted from the source, they are sent down the 

microscope column at a certain accelerating voltage governed by the potential difference 

between the cathode and anode.  The next section will discuss the ways that the electron beam is 

manipulated with electromagnetic lenses to generate images and diffraction patterns. 

Figure 2.1.3 Diagram of field-emission gun: A) emission source or cathode, B) extraction anode, 

C) acceleration anode and D) electron beam. 

 

2.1.1.2 Electromagnetic Lenses 

Electromagnetic lenses in a TEM serve to manipulate the electron beam that is traveling 

vertically down the microscope column.  Electromagnetic lenses are constructed of polepieces 

and a coil of copper wire.  The polepieces are made of a soft magnetic material such as iron and 

in most polepieces there is an upper and lower polepiece.  Electrons travel through a hole or 

‘bore’ that is drilled through each polepiece.  The distance between polepiece faces is called the 

gap and the bore/gap ratio controls the ability of a lens to focus. 76  When a current is passed 

through the copper coil, a magnetic field is generated in the bore.  Electrons passing through the 

bore are affected by the magnetic field within the bore, since electrons have spin angular 

momentum.  By changing the current through each lens, the magnetic field strength can be 

varied and hence the focal length can be precisely controlled. 75  There are four types of lens 

systems within a TEM: 1) condenser lens(es), 2) objective lens, 3) intermediate lens and 4) 
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projector lens(es).  Each lens or set of lenses serves a different purpose, which will be expanded 

upon in the following sections. 

 

2.1.1.2.1 Condenser Lens System 

ses are usually found below the emission source in a TEM.  

The co

.1.2.2 Objective Lens System 

objective lens is a called a split polepiece objective lens.  The 

upper 

Two or more condenser len

ndenser lenses demagnify the electron beam as it travels from the emission source towards 

the sample.  These lenses are used to control the diameter of the beam (hence the intensity), and 

can be referred to as the ‘brightness’ control for the microscope.  A condenser aperture is used to 

decrease the electron beam intensity by permitting only electrons within a certain range of angles 

to continue down the microscope column.  The two-lens condenser system is popular in 

microscope design and the reader is referred to 75, 77 for a more detailed discussion on the 

operation of this system. 

   

2.1

The most versatile type of 

and lower poles of this lens can be adjusted to different strengths to achieve different 

goals.  In addition, there is room for the sample to be inserted between the two poles along with 

the objective aperture.  This sample placement is advantageous for: 1) X-ray analysis, since the 

detector can be placed close to the specimen to detect emitted X-rays(TEM, Basics, 92) and 2) 

tilting, as the sample chamber is large enough to tilt the sample in two directions.  Primarily, the 

objective lens is used to form a focused image of the specimen being analyzed.  However, given 

that the different poles can be adjusted to different strengths, the objective lens also serves to 

magnify the image of the sample from 50 to 100 times. 78  A series of objective apertures can be 

inserted to control the range of scattered electrons that form an image.  The diameter of the 

objective aperture governs the final resolution of the image based on equation 2.1.2, where r is 

the resolution, λ is the wavelength of the electrons and α is the half-angle created by the aperture. 
75 

α
λ61.0

=r                  2.1.2 

Thus, for increasing aperture size (large α), the r es sm

resolution.  Furthermore, the objective aperture is used to control image contrast by removing 

 becom aller leading to improved 
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strongly scattered electrons.  Once an objective aperture is inserted, the regions in an image with 

higher contrast usually contain materials with higher Z elements that strongly scatter the 

electrons.  This type of contrast is called mass-thickness contrast and will be discussed further in 

the section on imaging. 

The JEOL 3000 F has improved resolution over the JEOL 2000 FX, because the field-

emission source operated at 300 kV generates electrons with a smaller wavelength and 

wavele

he intermediate lens is positioned after the objective lens in the column of the 

perates in two modes: 1) image mode or 2) diffraction 

mode. 

ngth spread than the thermionic source operated at 80 kV.  Although the resolution of a 

TEM is much better than that of an optical microscope, it is still not capable of achieving the 

theoretical limits.  This is due to imperfections in the man-made materials that comprise the 

lenses of the microscope.  These imperfections lead to two types of aberrations: chromatic and 

spherical.  Chromatic aberration occurs when electrons of different wavelengths pass through an 

electromagnetic lens and are focused at different points.  There are two ways to minimize 

chromatic aberration: 1) use an electron source with minimal energy spread, i.e. a field-emission 

source, and 2) analyze a very thin sample to minimize energy loss.  Spherical aberration occurs 

when electrons travel through a lens at different distances away from the center of the lens and 

are focused at different distances away from the lens.  Apertures are used to minimize the 

spherical aberration by limiting the distance that electrons are from the center of a given lens, 

resulting in electrons that are focused at a single distance away from the lens. 

 

2.1.1.2.3 Intermediate Lens System 

T

microscope.  The intermediate lens o

 When in image mode, the lens focuses on the image plane of the objective lens.  

Subsequent projector lenses then control the final magnification of the image.  However, when 

the intermediate lens is in diffraction mode, it focuses on the back focal plane of the objective 

lens and the diffraction pattern is then projected to the final projector lenses which control the 

final magnification of the pattern (camera length is the term used for magnification in diffraction 

patterns). 75, 76  The aperture associated with this lens system is called the selected area 

diffraction (SAD) aperture, since only the area selected by the aperture is analyzed. 
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2.1.1.2.4 Projector Lens System 

A series of projector lenses following the intermediate/diffraction lens magnify the 

ne sees on the fluorescent screen.  The projector lenses can be 

turned 

teractions 

As the electron beam travels down the microscope column, it interacts with the sample 

escent screen or CCD camera.  The interaction of electrons 

with m

atic of an incident electron beam interacting with a sample 

and sh

image/diffraction pattern to what o

on and off depending on the desired magnification: off for low magnification and large 

field of view or on for high magnification and high-resolution imaging.  When all of the 

projector lenses are in use, final magnifications of > 1 million times are achievable with current 

microscopes.  This magnitude of magnification enables the imaging of lattice fringes that are on 

the order of angstroms.  

 

2.1.2 Electron-sample in

before an image is formed on a fluor

atter is a subject unto itself and this section will focus on the interactions applicable to 

transmission electron microscopy.   

A wide variety of radiation is emitted/transmitted when the primary electron beam hits 

the sample.  Figure 2.1.4 is a schem

ows the variety of radiation emitted.  X-rays can be useful when performing energy 

dispersive x-ray spectroscopy; however, in TEM the elastically and inelastically scattered 

electrons are of primary interest.  Electrons scatter upon hitting a sample, because they interact 

with either nuclei of atoms and/or the electron clouds around them.  Incident electrons that 

interact electrostatically with the sample and lose little or no energy are termed elastically 

scattered electrons.  Elastically scattered electrons are used for imaging and diffraction in TEM.  

Inelastically scattered electrons, which are used for various types of spectroscopy, lose energy as 

a result of interacting with the sample. 75 
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Figure 2.1.4  Schematic of electrons from prima ith sample 

Although TEM is an vital technique used to characterize a wide variety of materials, it 

ll be divided into two categories: 1) specimen 

limitati

ample preparation is crucial in TEM analysis.  Several factors need to be considered 

ow does one mount the sample, 2) will the sample be sensitive to 

the elec

ded that the particles be dispersed in solvent to a very weak concentration.  A drop of 

this dis

ry beam of TEM interacting w

 

2.1.3 Limitations and difficulties with TEM 

does have limitations.  These limitations wi

ons and 2) sampling limitations. 

 

2.1.3.1 Specimen Limitations 

S

when preparing the sample: 1) h

tron beam 3) how thick is the sample and 4) will the sample preparation method alter the 

sample.   

Sample mounting can be achieved in several ways.  When looking at small particles, it is 

recommen

persion is then placed onto an amorphous carbon coated copper grid and the solvent is 

allowed to evaporate.  If a sample tends to be sensitive to the electron beam, it can be embedded 
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in a resin.  The resin is then crosslinked under heat and the sample is microtomed.  A microtome 

uses a very sharp diamond knife to slice thin sections (~50-150 nm) of a specimen, which are 

subsequently placed onto a copper grid for analysis.  Two things to consider when embedding 

and microtoming a sample are: 1) will the embedding process alter the sample and 2) how thick 

will the microtomed sample be.  The embedding process may alter the sample depending on the 

nature of the sample.  If it is a mineral, the chances of disturbing the sample are small.  However, 

if the sample is a polymer, there is a good chance that the embedding procedure will alter the 

sample since it involves chemically reactive polymers and solvents.  Finally, specimen thickness 

should be < 150 nm to minimize energy loss, which can result in decreased resolution. 

    

2.1.3.2 Sampling Limitations 

Although the TEM is a robust instrument in terms of what it can analyze, it does have 

n for using a microscope is to observe objects that cannot be 

viewed

 on the myriad uses of TEM 

A variety of types of data can be acquired using transmission electron microscopy 

ages, diffraction patterns and spectra depending on how 

the mi

limitations.  The primary reaso

 with the naked eye.  This primary reason introduces one of the largest limitations of 

TEM, which is small sampling volume.  When analyzing a sample with TEM it is wise to 

evaluate the entire sample grid to ensure that the images being recorded are representative of the 

entire sample.  Otherwise, one can make inaccurate conclusions about the size, morphology, 

crystallinity or chemical composition of a sample.  When using TEM to analyze the size of a 

sample, in particular small particles, it is pragmatic to use another technique to corroborate the 

TEM data.  Such techniques would be scattering techniques like small angle X-ray scattering 

(SAXS) or dynamic light scattering (DLS).  Scattering techniques sample a larger volume of the 

specimen and give information about the bulk properties of sample. 

 The previous sections facilitated the understanding of TEM operation, electron-specimen 

interactions and TEM limitations.  The remaining sections will focus

to extract a great deal of information from a specimen. 

 

2.1.4 Data Acquisition with TEM 

(TEM).  These types of data include im

croscope is configured.  This vast amount of data provides the user with information 
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related to the size, morphology, chemical composition and crystallinity of the specimen being 

analyzed. 

 

2.1.4.1 Imaging 

n TEM is a consequence of contrast within a sample.  Contrast results from 

scatteri

nt electrons interacting with high or low 

atomic 

attering of electrons in a crystal.  

Atoms 

Imaging i

ng of the incident electrons with the sample.  There are two types of contrast in TEM: 1) 

phase contrast and 2) amplitude contrast.  Phase contrast occurs when electrons of different 

phases (wave character of electron) pass through the objective aperture.  When electrons with 

different phases interfere they create fringes, which are utilized mainly in high-resolution TEM 

(Section 2.2.4.1.2). 75  Amplitude contrast is comprised of two types of contrast: 1) mass-

thickness contrast and 2) diffraction contrast.   

Mass-thickness contrast evolves from incide

number (Z) elements and from passing through thick or thin samples.  Mass-thickness 

contrast is the primary form of contrast in amorphous samples.  The electrons are described as 

incoherent elastically scattered electrons since they are out of phase with one another owing to 

the ‘random’ arrangement of atoms within an amorphous sample.  High Z elements scatter 

electrons more strongly than low Z elements; therefore high Z or ‘electron dense’ elements 

appear darker than low Z elements.  Sample thickness also affects contrast, since the thickness of 

a sample governs the probability of scattering events.  If sample thickness varies, contrast arises 

owing to the increased probability of scattering in the thicker section leading to stronger contrast.  

A thinner section will scatter less and result in weaker contrast. 79  Ultimately, it is not possible 

to differentiate between contrast that arises from mass or thickness variations and the term mass-

thickness contrast is used to jointly describe these phenomena. 

Diffraction contrast arises from the coherent elastic sc

within a crystal lie in a well-defined lattice.  When the incident electron beam interacts 

with a specific lattice plane, the resulting electrons will still be ‘in phase’ or coherent owing to 

the periodic spacing of atoms within the lattice.  Some regions of a crystal will appear darker 

than others, depending on the orientation of a crystal with respect to the incident electron beam.  

Tilting the specimen will result in changing which regions are darker, since the orientation of the 

crystal has been changed with respect to the electron beam. 
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2.1.4.1.1 Bright field imaging 

 TEM relies on mass-thickness contrast to view a sample.  

Strong

2.1.4.1.2 High-resolution imaging 

esolution (HR) imaging, one needs first to understand 

resoluti

rom high-resolution images.  The 

Bright-field imaging in

ly scattered electrons are removed by using apertures and the resulting image is a result of 

weakly scattered or unscattered electrons.  Bright-field images are what one uses to study the 

size and morphology of ‘macroscopic’ components of a sample.  The term ‘macroscopic’ is used 

loosely, as it only means large with respect to the Angstrom.  Strongly scattered electrons that 

are removed by apertures in bright-field imaging are utilized in a technique termed dark-field 

imaging.  This topic, however, will not be discussed and the reader is referred to texts by 

Goodhew et al., Buseck et al. and Spence for a discussion of dark-field imaging. 75, 80-82 

 

To fully understand high-r

on.  Resolution is defined as the smallest distance between two objects where one can 

still differentiate between those objects.  The theoretical resolution of an electron microscope 

was described in equation 2.1.2.  For microscopes with an accelerating voltage of 300 kV, this 

resolution is much smaller than the size of an atom.  Thus, to obtain high quality HR images, a 

microscope with a high accelerating voltage is recommended. 

 A surprising amount of information can be extracted f

lattice fringes of a high-resolution image of a crystal have a periodic spacing.  Fourier 

transforming the image creates a representation of the image in reciprocal space.  This Fourier 

transform is similar to a diffraction pattern, since it represents all of the repeating frequencies 

within a high-resolution image (Figure 2.1.6).  Measurements of the intense spots in the Fourier 

transform are equivalent to measuring reflections that would be seen in an electron diffraction 

spot pattern. 
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A B

 

igure 2.1.5 A) high-resolution image and B) corresponding Fourier transform indicating the 

.1.4.2 Spectroscopy 

ill focus on two types of spectroscopy used in TEM analysis: electron 

energy

.1.4.2.1 Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) 

ple lose a certain amount of energy 

depend

F

repeating frequencies in the image. 

 

2

This section w

 loss spectroscopy (EELS) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).  EELS is a 

technique that exploits inelastically scattered electrons to learn about the chemical composition 

of a sample.  EDX also provides chemical information about a sample, but through a different 

mechanism.  As discussed in section 2.2.2, X-rays are one form of radiation given off by the 

interaction of an incident electron beam with a specimen.  X-rays have characteristic energies for 

each element, and are therefore useful for determining elemental composition. 

 

2

Electrons that scatter inelastically from a sam

ing on the element and the energy level of the electron with which they interact.  An 

EELS spectrometer is a magnetic prism spectrometer, with an energy resolution of 

approximately 1 eV. 83  A spectrometer known as a Gatan image filter (GIF) will be the focus of 

this section.  The GIF is situated underneath the viewing screen in a TEM, so the viewing screen 

needs to be lifted in order for the spectrometer to work.  As electrons that have interacted with 
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the sample travel down the column, they enter the spectrometer.  The spectrometer ‘bends’ or 

deflects the electrons at an angle ≥ 90o.  Electrons with a significant energy loss are deflected 

more than electrons with little or no energy loss.  The benefit of using a GIF is that it gives the 

user capabilities of either looking at electron energy loss spectra and/or energy filtered images.  

EELS spectra will be discussed in this section, with the following section focusing on energy-

filtered imaging. 

The electron energy loss spectrum can be divided into three main categories: 1) the zero-

loss pe

he zero-loss peak is caused by elastically scattered electrons or electrons that have lost 

minima

 spectrum ranges from a few eV up to ~50 eV.  The main 

contrib

ed the high-loss or core-

loss sp

ak, 2) the low-loss spectrum and 3) the high-loss (core-loss) spectrum.  EEL spectroscopy 

can be conducted both qualitatively and quantitatively.  This section will only discuss qualitative 

EELS.   

T

l energy due to inelastic scattering events.  This peak is the largest and most troublesome 

peak, as it may sometimes overlap with the low-loss part of the spectrum effectively masking 

any information contained therein. 

The low-loss portion of the

utors to the low-loss spectrum are plasmons and inter- and intra-band electron transitions. 
83  A note on terminology must be discussed here.  When referring to a plasmon peak in an EELS 

spectrum, the peak is a result of an electron losing energy by generating a plasmon in the sample, 

rather than the spectrometer registering a plasmon.  There can be multiple peaks due to plasmon 

losses, because an incident electron can scatter multiple times.  To decrease the effect of plural 

and multiple scattering, the sample should be thin, i.e. a decreased mean-free path.  Inter- and 

intra-band transitions occur when an incident electron transfers the required energy to promote 

an inner shell electron to an outer shell.  These types of transitions, if intense enough, may then 

be compared to a database of electronic fingerprints of known samples. 

The electron energy loss spectrum from 50 eV to ~ 2 keV is call

ectrum.  When an incident electron interacts with a core electron with sufficient energy to 

eject the electron, the resulting atom becomes ionized.  The incident electron that caused the 

ejection lost a specific amount of energy, depending on the shell location (K, L, M, etc., where K 

= 1s, L = 2s and 2p, M = 3s, 3p, 3d, etc.) of the electron that was ejected.  Therefore, electrons 

that lose energy due to core-shell ionization processes are useful in determining the elemental 

composition of a sample.  Since ionization happens at defined energies, the ionization edges of 
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the spectrum are sharp.  Much information is available near the ionization edges and two 

techniques take advantage of the edges to provide detailed information about a sample.  A 

technique called energy loss near edge structure (ELNES), is useful within 30 eV of the edge 

onset and provides information on bonding.  Extended energy loss fine structure (EXELFS) 

utilizes information that is more than 50 eV away from the edge onset to give details on nearest 

neighbor distances. 

 

2.1.4.2.1.1 Energy filtered imaging 

electron microscopy (EFTEM) utilizes the information 

obtaine

 

Energy filtered transmission 

d from an EEL spectrometer to generate an image instead of a spectrum.  This is done by 

first defining the ionization edge for a particular element in the EEL spectrum.  Next a series of 

EEL images are taken, utilizing electrons of specified energies, before (pre-edge) and after (post-

edge) the ionization edge.  The Gatan software package extrapolates the background from two 

pre-edge images past the post-edge image.  The background is then subtracted from the post-

edge image and the resulting elemental distribution image is due only to electrons that have lost 

the amount of energy defined by the ionization edge under investigation. 84  This technique is 

also called ‘elemental mapping,’ since the energy filtered image can be compared with a bright-

field image of the same section to determine the distribution of selected elements within the 

image.  For example, the L3- and L2-edges of cobalt are at 779 and 784 eV respectively.  The slit 

width of the spectrometer is set at 40 eV, with the selected energy at the center of the slit.  The 

first pre-edge image is acquired at 714 eV, which covers the energy range from 694 eV to 734 

eV.  The second pre-edge image is acquired at 754 eV, which covers the energy range from 734 

eV to 774 eV.  The post-edge image is acquired at 799 eV, which covers the energy range from 

779 eV to 819 eV.  The L3-edge onset is at ~ 779 eV, so the post-edge image contains both the 

L3 and L2 edges of cobalt.  The background is extrapolated from the two pre-edge images as 

shown in Figure 2.1.6.  Background subtraction from the post-edge image generates the cobalt 

map. 
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igure 2.1.6 Electron energy-loss spectrum indicating energy ranges where energy-filtered 

.1.4.2.2 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) 

s use of X-rays emitted from electron-

sample

.1.4.3 Electron Diffraction 

 employed to study the crystallinity of a sample.  Diffraction is 

anothe
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F

images are acquired. 

 

2

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) make

 interactions to determine the chemical composition of a sample.  The EDX spectrometer 

is placed close to the sample to maximize the X-ray signal reaching the detector.  An EDX 

spectrum is comprised of peaks of varying energies.  Since X-rays have specific energies that 

correspond to each element, the peaks in the EDX spectrum are used to identify elements within 

a sample.  For further information on EDX, the reader is referred to Chapter 4 in Shindo84. 

 

2

Electron diffraction is

r term for scattering used when looking at crystals comprised of periodically spaced 

atoms.  While imaging techniques exploit the particle nature of an electron, diffraction exploits 

the wave nature of an electron.  Diffraction patterns are effectively interference patterns, where 
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the intense spots or rings are caused by the constructive interference of electrons, while the dark 

regions result from the destructive interference of electrons.  Diffraction provides significant 

information about a sample.  It can be used to tell if a sample is amorphous or crystalline (single 

crystal or polycrystalline).  If a sample is crystalline, the crystal structure and lattice parameters 

for the specimen can be determined by analysis of the diffraction pattern.  Electron diffraction, 

like X-ray diffraction, is governed by Bragg’s law: 

   ( )Bhkldn θλ sin2=       2.1.3 

where n is an integer, λ is the wavelength of the electron

igure 2.1.7 Schematic of incident electrons diffracting from lattice planes 

Two types of diffraction patterns can be acquired with a TEM: 1) selected area electron 

diffract

2.1.4.3.1 Selected area electron diffraction 

AD) is conducted on a TEM by removing the 

objectiv

 beam, dhkl is the interplanar atomic 

spacing and θB is the Bragg angle (Figure 2.1.7).  Sets of atomic planes within a crystal will 

cause constructive interference (diffraction) if the incident electron beam hits them at the Bragg 

angle.  Atomic planes, from which dhkl values are determined, are indexed using conventional 

Miller index notation. 70, 85 
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F

 

ion patterns and 2) convergent beam electron diffraction patterns.  

 

Selected area electron diffraction (S

e aperture (located in the back focal plane of the objective lens) and inserting an SAD 

aperture.  The SAD aperture is located in the image plane of the objective lens and is smaller in 

diameter than an objective aperture.  The aperture selects an area for which a diffraction pattern 

is desired. 76, 86  To obtain an SAD pattern there are three steps to follow: 1) remove the objective 
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aperture and insert the desired SAD aperture, 2) put the microscope in diffraction mode and 3) 

focus the diffraction pattern using the brightness control and the diffraction focus control.  Once 

these steps are taken, the pattern is collected on film for analysis. 

A diffraction pattern results from the angular distribution of electrons that have been 

scattere

ending on the sample.  The 

iffract

The analysis of a diffraction pattern can be complicated if the material is unknown.  

d by a crystalline specimen.  Electrons that scatter at small angles (large d-spacings) 

result in rings or spots close to the center of the diffraction pattern, while electrons that scatter at 

larger angles (small d-spacings) create rings or spots further out from the center.  There is an 

inverse relationship between scattering angle and d-spacing; a smaller scattering angle is a result 

of a large d-spacing and vice versa.  Scattering angle increases going out from the center of a 

diffraction pattern, and hence the calculated d-spacings decrease. 

 Diffraction patterns can consist of rings or spots dep

d ion pattern of a single crystalline particle will result in a spot pattern where each spot is 

due to a particular lattice spacing.  As the number of particles being analyzed increases, the 

number of spots for each lattice spacing increases.  The diffraction spots for a group of particles 

are distributed radially, as the orientation of each particle with respect to the electron beam is not 

necessarily the same.  If enough particles are analyzed these radially distributed spots will form a 

ring. 

 

However, if the identity is known, measurements of rings or spots can be made and compared to 

literature values for known phases of a material.  Analyzing a ring pattern involves measuring 

the radius of each ring from the center of the diffraction pattern.  To obtain exact d-spacings 

from a diffraction pattern the camera length (term used for magnification) must be known 

precisely.  Combining the equation for the camera length (equation 2.1.4),  

L
R

=θ2tan     B   2.1.4 

where R is the radius of a ring and L is the camera length, with Bragg’s law (equation 2.1.3) 

gives the user a simple equation to calculate d-spacings (equation 2.1.5). 

R
Ldhkl

λ
≈             2.1.5 

If the camera length is not known precisely or if the sample height is not eucentric, ratios 

between spots or rings can be calculated.  The ratios between spots or rings are constant 
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irrespective of camera length or focus.  Ratios calculated from an experimental diffraction 

pattern can be compared with literature ratios of suspect materials to determine the sample 

structure.  Analyzing a zone axis pattern is easier and provides more information than a ring 

pattern.  A zone axis pattern is obtained when a crystal is oriented such that the electron beam 

interacts with one of the zone axes present within the crystal.  If a crystal is not on a zone axis, 

the sample can be tilted until a zone axis is located.  This is easily done by following Kikuchi 

lines; however, a detailed discussion on Kikuchi lines are outside the scope of this section.  A 

zone axis pattern is similar to a spot pattern, but with limited reflections defined by the particular 

zone axis.  Diffraction spots (or ratios) are measured similar to rings and d-spacings can be easily 

calculated.  Angles between spots can also be measured, which provides more concrete 

information for determining the exact zone axis of a particular crystalline specimen. 

 

2.1.4.3.2 Convergent beam electron diffraction (Nanodiffraction) 

Convergent beam electron diffraction, unlike SAD, uses a focused beam of electrons to 

of discs, instead of spots 

typical

generate a diffraction pattern.  The resulting pattern is comprised 

ly seen in SAD patterns (Figure 2.1.8).  With improving technologies, focused electron 

beam diameters can be of the order of 1 to 2 nm leading to the new term ‘nanodiffraction.’  

Using a focused electron beam between 1 to 2 nm in diameter, one can probe the variations in 

crystal structure within single nanoscale crystals.  The electron beam is focused into the smallest 

point using the objective lens and onto a crystalline specimen.  Then, the microscope is put into 

diffraction mode and discs appear on the fluorescent viewing screen.  Discs are created, because 

the electrons are arriving at the sample with a range of angles.  Each angle at which electrons 

arrive at the sample generates a spot pattern.  The spot pattern for each angle is in the form of a 

disc, as the electron beam is circularly focused. 87  Therefore, a large amount of information is 

contained within the discs; however, the discs can also be treated as individual spots as in SAD.  

The study of information contained within individual discs is an art unto itself and the reader is 

referred to two references by Cowley for more information on detailed convergent beam electron 

diffraction pattern analysis. 88, 89 
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Figure 2.1.8 A) Selected area diffraction spot pattern and B) Nano-beam electron diffraction 

attern 

y diffraction 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a complementary analytical technique to electron diffraction.  

tron diffraction (SAD or NBD) is small sampling volume.  If several 

electro

roscope, so a useful analogy can be made.  In an X-ray diffractometer, x-rays are 

generat

p

 

2.2 X-ra

One limitation of elec

n diffraction patterns are not collected across the entire specimen, it is difficult to make a 

claim about the crystallinity of the bulk of the sample.  X-ray diffraction, however, analyzes 

milligrams of sample (billions of particles in the 1 to 100 nm range) while electron diffraction 

may analyze micrograms (thousands of particles in the 1 to 100 nm range).  Using XRD in 

combination with electron diffraction allows one to corroborate data acquired with both 

techniques. 

An X-ray diffractometer utilizes some of the fundamental operations of a transmission 

electron mic

ed within an evacuated tube and exit through a window composed of a light element, 

usually beryllium.  Inside of the tube, a current is passed through a filament (usually tungsten) to 

generate electrons. 69  These electrons are then accelerated through a potential difference towards 
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a metal target, such as copper.  When the incoming electrons have sufficient energy to eject 

electrons from the core-shell (K shell) of copper, a characteristic spectrum is created.  The 

characteristic spectrum is composed of discrete energies, which occur due to x-rays emitted by 

the ‘falling in’ of electrons to replace the ejected electron.  Electrons ‘falling in’ from the L shell 

into the K shell give rise to copper Kα peaks, electrons from the M shell give Kβ peaks and 

electrons from the N shell give Kγ peaks.  Kα and Kβ peaks are the most prominent peaks in the 

characteristic spectrum and since the Kγ peaks are a weak component they can be neglected.  

The Kα peaks and Kβ peaks are doublets owing to the difference in energies of electrons ‘falling 

in’ from different L and M subshells respectively.  Electrons will not ‘fall in’ from the L1 

subshell, but will fall in from the L2 andL3 subshells.  Electrons that ‘fall in’ from the L2 subshell 

give rise to Kα2 peaks and electrons that ‘fall in’ from the L3 subshell give rise to Kα1 peaks.  

Due to the small difference in energy between the Kα2 and the Kα1 peaks, the Kα peak is a 

closely spaced doublet.  A similar process occurs for electrons ‘falling in’ from two of the five M 

subshells to give a Kβ doublet.  For experiments where monochromatic radiation is required, Kα 

radiation is of interest and a filter needs to be used to remove the Kβ radiation. 90 
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igure 2.2.1 Schematic of electronic shells 83 

ilar fashion to the diffraction of electrons.  X-ray 

iffraction exploits the wave nature of electromagnetic radiation and as x-rays interact with a 

F

 

Diffraction of x-rays can be explained in a sim

d

sample, they interfere with each other.  Most of the x-rays undergo destructive interference; 

however, the x-rays that interact with the sample at a specific angle (θB) undergo constructive 

interference, which results in a signal for that particular angle.  The angle θB is known as the 

Bragg angle and by using the formula 

Bhkldn θλ sin2=       2.2.1 

the interplanar d-spacings (dhkl) can be calculated using a radiation source with known 

wavelength (λ).  The d-spacings are similar t

commonly defined using the Miller index hkl notation. 
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To acquire a diffraction pattern, a sample placed onto a sample holder made of a material 

that has low x-ray absorption, e.g. an amorphous polymer like poly(carbonate).  The sample 

holder is placed on a stage and is rotated within a range of angles between 0 and 158o. 91  The x-

rays diffract from the sample and are collected at the detector.  The diffraction pattern is then 

displayed on a computer where the peaks can be matched to a database of known crystal 

structures compiled by the JCPDS-International Center for Diffraction Data.  Each peak has a 

value for 2θ, which is twice the Bragg angle.  A given d-spacing corresponding to a lattice plane 

is obtained for each 2θ value.  

The size of crystallites in a system can be determined by using the Scherrer equation 

(equation 2.2.2): 

( ) θθ
λ
cos2∆

where t is the cry

=
Kt        2.2.2 

stallite thickness, K is a constant that depends on the shape of the crystallites 

and how t and ∆(2θ) are defined, ∆(2θ) is the full width at half m

and λ is the wavelength of the incident x-rays. 90,   As crystallites decrease in size, their 

tic property measurement of a 

articular system.  Numerous techniques are available for measuring the magnetic properties of 

owever, this section will focus on a magnetometer with a Superconducting 

QUant

aximum of a diffraction peak 
92

respective diffraction peaks broaden due to the increase in the number of lattice planes that 

diffract the incident x-rays.  Crystallite size comparisons can be made by calculating the peak 

broadening for different samples; however, it is recommended that complementary techniques 

(TEM, SAXS) be used to determine the consistency of the data. 

 

2.3 Magnetometry 

Magnetometry is a general term referring to the magne

p

magnetic samples; h

um Interference Device (SQUID) based sensor.  SQUID magnetometers, as they are 

commonly called, are known for their precision and sensitivity owing to the superconducting 

coils used to sense magnetic fields.  This section also discusses several types of experiments used 

to study the magnetic properties of a sample: 1) zero field-cooled/field-cooled magnetization vs. 

temperature measurements, 2) room temperature hysteresis loop measurements and 3) zero field-

cooled/field-cooled hysteresis loop measurements. 
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2.3.1 Superconducting QUantum Interference Device (SQUID) Based Magnetometer 

In a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) based magnetometer, a 

magnetic sample passes through a set of sensing coils.  The sensing coils are comprised of 

  The 

insulati

superconducting coils separated by thin insulating layers that are less than 30 Å thick.

ng layers are called Josephson junctions after Brian Josephson who, in 1962, showed that 

Cooper pairs (electron pairs in superconducting materials) in superconductors can tunnel through 

an insulating layer or weak link between the superconductors. 93  A dc-SQUID is comprised of 

two Josephson junctions connected in parallel (Figure 2.3.1).  A current is passed through the 

superconductors and when no magnetic sample is present the Cooper pairs weakly interfere as 

they pass through the Josephson junctions.  This interference is caused by phase shifts (δA and 

δB) of the Cooper pairs passing through junctions A and B respectively.  However, when a 

magnetized sample passes through the center of the SQUID device, the magnetic flux changes 

the interference (phase difference) of the Cooper pairs.  Ultimately, the total current passing 

through the superconducting loops (I) changes as a result of any magnetic flux (B) through the 

loops by the relationship 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ •= ∫ dSBeII
h

cossin2 00 δ     2.3.1 

where I0 is the initial current, δ0 is a constant phase shift, e is the charge of an electron, ћ is 

Planck’s constant divided by 2π and S is area of the superconducting loops. 94

mathematical derivation of equation 2.3.1, the reader is referred to Chapter 10 of .    The 

 

  For a detailed 
94

current change causes a change in voltage, which is amplified by a coil coupled to the SQUID 

and converted into a current with equal and opposite flux. 73  The sensitivity of the SQUID 

magnetometer is directly related to its ability to measure the phase difference of Cooper pairs.  

This quantum level sensitivity enables SQUID magnetometers to detect and measure electrical 

signals in the human heart and brain. 95  SQUID magnetometers are also very precise, allowing 

for reproducible standard deviations on the order of 10-3 to 10-6  emu for six averaged 

measurements.  The sensitivity of the SQUID is not necessary when measuring samples with 

large moments (e.g. Co, Fe, Fe3O4); however, the precision provides extremely reliable data for 

moments ranging from 101 to 102 emu. 
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Figure 2.3.1 Diagram of SQUID sensing device 

 

2.3.2 Types of Experiments 

Numerous experiments are conducted to measure various magnetic properties of a 

pes of experiments used to characterize the 

anoparticulate magnetic materials studied in this research.  Some experiments are time 

ents), and the experimental time frames were the same for 

all sam

  Zero field-

ooled/field-cooled magnetization versus temperature (ZFC/FC M vs. T) measurements are 

etic 

materia

sample.  This section focuses on the four ty

n

dependent (hysteresis loop measurem

ples analyzed.  All samples in this research were prepared by weighing ~5 to 20 mg of 

material into an acid washed Teflon sample holder.  A plug of paper was placed on the top of 

each sample before being capped to prevent the physical movement of the sample.  

 

2.3.2.1 Zero Field-Cooled/Field-Cooled Magnetization vs. Temperature Measurements 

The Curie temperature (TC) of a magnetic material, if it has one, is an important value as 

it governs the classification of a material as ferro-, ferri- or superparamagnetic.

c

commonly used to determine TC, also known as the blocking temperature, of a magn

l.  To begin, a sample is cooled from room temperature to 5 K in zero applied magnetic 

field.  Then, a small magnetic field is applied and the temperature is ramped to 300 K in 10 K 

intervals (zero field-cooled measurement).  When the measurement reaches 300 K, the applied 

field remains and the temperature is decreased to 5 K, whereupon the temperature is again 

increased to 300 K in 10 K intervals (field-cooled measurement).  In the ZFC measurement, the 
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magnetic dipoles of the sample are random at room temperature and remain random upon 

cooling.  At 5 K, the dipoles do not have enough thermal energy to rotate.  As the temperature is 

increased, kT increases and the magnetic dipoles align in the direction of the applied magnetic 

field resulting in an increase in the magnetic moment.  In the field-cooled measurement, the 

magnetic dipoles are aligned at 300 K and are cooled to 5 K in this configuration.  As the 

temperature is increased, kT provides the energy for the magnetic dipoles to randomize resulting 

in a decrease in the magnetic moment.  The point at which the ZFC and FC curves intersect is 

called the bifurcation point and the temperature at this point is called the blocking temperature.  

Below the blocking temperature, there is not enough thermal energy for the magnetic dipoles to 

randomize and a material behaves like a ferro- or ferrimagnet.  Above the blocking temperature, 

there is sufficient thermal energy to randomize the magnetic dipoles and a material behaves like 

a paramagnet. 

 

2.3.2.2 Room Temperature Magnetization vs. Applied Magnetic Field Measurements 

Magnetization vs. applied magnetic field measurements (hysteresis loop measurements) 

are a time dependent measurement of the magnetic moment of a sample as the magnetic field is 

creased and decreased in a hysteretic fashion.  Hysteresis loops provide information such as the 

given 

sample

in

saturation magnetization (MS), remanence magnetization (MR) and coercivity (HC) for a 

.  These values are specific to the temperature at which the hysteresis loop experiment is 

performed, as the magnetic moment of a sample can depend on the temperature.  Hysteresis loop 

experiments were performed at 300 K beginning at zero applied magnetic field.  First, the 

magnetic field was ramped to 1000 Oe in 100 Oe increments, followed by ramping to 10,000 Oe 

in 1000 Oe increments and finally to 70,000 Oe in 10,000 Oe increments.  Next, the magnetic 

field was reversed, following the same type of field spacings, to –70,000 Oe.  Finally, the 

magnetic field was increased to 70,000 Oe, with the same field spacings, to complete the 

hysteresis loop measurement.  MS was determined by observing the magnetic moment of the 

material at the largest applied magnetic field.  MR was determined by locating the point on the y-

axis (if there was one), where there was a magnetization in zero applied magnetic field.  HC was 

determined by locating the point on the x-axis (if there was one), where the magnetization was 

zero in an applied magnetic field (Figure 2.3.2). 
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Figure 2.3.2 Hysteresis loop indicating locations of points of interest 
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the detection of these interactions and impurities.  Specifically, transition metal ions not 

rated into a crys

the detection of these interactions and impurities.  Specifically, transition metal ions not 

rated into a crys

l can be detected at low temperatures (5 K), due to the relationship of χ with temperature.  

Paramagnetic materials obey the Curie law (χ=C/T), so the lower the temperature the higher the 

magnetic susceptibility (χ).  Thus, a positive slope of the magnetization curves at 5 K can be 

indicative of paramagnetic species in the sample.  Furthermore, transition metals readily oxidize 

upon exposure to air.  The oxidation process of transition metal (Co, Ni) particles typically leads 

to the formation of an antiferromagnetic oxide shell around a ferromagnetic core.  The Néel 

temperature of an antiferromagnet is usually lower than 300 K; hence, at 300 K the 

antiferromagnet is behaving like a paramagnet and there is no observable coupling between the 

antiferromagnet and the ferromagnet.  However, if the sample is cooled to a temperature below 

the Néel temperature of the antiferromagnet, an exchange interaction is observed.  In a zero 

field-cooled (ZFC) hysteresis loop measurement, the sample is cooled from 300 K to 5 K without 

l can be detected at low temperatures (5 K), due to the relationship of χ with temperature.  

Paramagnetic materials obey the Curie law (χ=C/T), so the lower the temperature the higher the 

magnetic susceptibility (χ).  Thus, a positive slope of the magnetization curves at 5 K can be 

indicative of paramagnetic species in the sample.  Furthermore, transition metals readily oxidize 

upon exposure to air.  The oxidation process of transition metal (Co, Ni) particles typically leads 

to the formation of an antiferromagnetic oxide shell around a ferromagnetic core.  The Néel 

temperature of an antiferromagnet is usually lower than 300 K; hence, at 300 K the 

antiferromagnet is behaving like a paramagnet and there is no observable coupling between the 

antiferromagnet and the ferromagnet.  However, if the sample is cooled to a temperature below 

the Néel temperature of the antiferromagnet, an exchange interaction is observed.  In a zero 

field-cooled (ZFC) hysteresis loop measurement, the sample is cooled from 300 K to 5 K without 
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an externally applied.  Once at 5 K, the sample undergoes a hysteresis loop measurement similar 

to that described in section 2.3.2.2.  Next, the sample is warmed to 300 K, where a 70,000 Oe 

magnetic field is applied.  The sample is then cooled to 5 K (field-cooled (FC)), where is 

undergoes a hysteresis loop measurement similar to that described in section 2.3.2.2., without the 

initial ramping from 0 to 70,000 Oe.  In the ZFC part of the measurement, both the ferromagnetic 

and antiferromagnetic components of the sample are cooled without any alignment of the 

magnetic dipole moments.  Hence, the ZFC measurement resembles a 300 K hysteresis loop in 

shape and symmetry.  However, in the FC part of the measurement, the ferromagnetic and 

antiferromagnetic components of the sample are in an applied field when cooled.  This means 

that the ferromagnetic part will align in the direction of the applied magnetic field, and since the 

antiferromagnetic part is in contact with the ferromagnetic part it will align in the lowest energy 

configuration.  This coupling of the antiferromagnet with the ferromagnet results in the FC loop 

undergoing an asymmetric shift.  Figure 2.3.3 shows a schematic of an 

antiferromagnetic/ferromagnetic coupled sample as it is taken through the field-cooled part of the 

ZFC/FC hysteresis loop cycle.  First the sample is cooled from 300 K to 5 K in an applied 

magnetic field of 70,000 Oe.  This takes the antiferromagnet (AFM) below its temperature and 

the magnetic dipoles align with the ferromagnet (FM) to achieve the lowest energy state (Figure 

2.3.3, arrow A).  Next, the applied magnetic field is decreased from 70,000 Oe to –70,000 Oe 

and during this process the magnetic dipoles of the FM begin to rotate towards the direction of 

the negative applied field (Figure 2.3.3, arrow B).  However, the AFM is coupled to the FM and 

imparts a microscopic torque on the FM.  Thus, it takes a larger applied field for the FM 

magnetic dipoles to rotate 180o than it would without any exchange interaction.  At –70,000 Oe 

the FM magnetic dipoles have completely rotated towards the applied field direction (Figure 

2.3.3, arrow C).  Upon increasing the field from –70,000 Oe to 70,000 Oe, the magnetic dipoles 

of the FM will rotate back to their initial state (Figure 2.3.3, arrow A), but this rotation requires 

less of an applied field due to the torque exerted by the AFM (Figure 2.3.3, arrow D).  The 

exchange interaction (exchange bias) between the AFM and FM leads to an asymmetric field-

cooled hysteresis loop shift.  The magnitude of the shift (exchange field (HE)) is measured by 

taking the average of the sum of the absolute values of the positive and negative coercive fields.  

In the example shown (+HC ~ -50 Oe and –HC ~ -6400 Oe) the value of HE is approximately -

3200 Oe. 
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Figure 2.3.3 Schematic showing the behavior of magnetic dipoles of ferromagnetic (FM) and 

antiferromagnetic (AFM) components of a material undergoing a field-cooled hysteresis loop 

easurement 
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2.3.2.4 Henkel plot experiments 

Henkel plot experiments can be used to determine the presence of interparticle 

interactions within magnetic nanoparticle systems.  Allen et al. have used Henkel plots to study 

rritin nanoparticles and determined that weak interparticle interactions were present. 96  To 

onstruct a Henkel plot, isothermal remanence magnetization (IRM) curves are generated for a 

irgin sample by applying a magnetic field for 700 seconds and measuring the total magnetic 

ed and the remanent moment is measured after waiting 700 

second

fe

c

v

moment.  The field is then remov

s.  This procedure is done in 500 Oe intervals up to 20,000 Oe, whereupon the procedure 

is reversed beginning at –500 Oe and increasing the negative field to –20,000 Oe.  The reversal 

procedure generates dc-demagnetization curves (DCD).  A plot of IRM versus DCD indicate 

how well particles obey the Wohlfarth relation: 

IRMDCD MMM 2−= ∞          2.3.2 

where MDCD is the dc-demagnetization remanence, M∞ is the saturation remanence and MIRM is 

the isothermal remanence magnetization remanence. 97, 98  The Wohlfarth relation is linear and 

any deviation from linearity is interpreted as being due to interparticle interactions. 

 

2.4 Small Angle X-ray Scattering 

Since x-rays interact almost entirely with the el

h

e same basic 

rinciples as XRD; however, the information about the sample is different.  While XRD typically 

 10o (Bragg region), SAXS operates between 2θ values of 0-

6  (Gui

ectrons of atoms, small angle x-ray 

scattering (SAXS) can be used to study variations in electron density within a sample.  W en 

using SAXS to study nanoscale metallic particles, the variations in electron density are related to 

the particle size, particle shape and particle size distribution.  SAXS operates on th

p

operates at values of 2θ greater than
o nier and Porod regions).  Crystallographic data about a sample cannot be obtained at such 

small values of 2θ, because dhkl is inversely related to θ from Bragg’s law (equation 2.2.1).  By 

decreasing θ, larger structures can be probed providing useful information on average particle 

size and shape within a sample.  A SAXS pattern is similar to an electron or x-ray diffraction 

pattern, in that the information obtained pertains to the periodicity with which certain objects are 

arranged.  In electron and x-ray diffraction, the resulting patterns depend on the periodic spacing 

of lattice planes that are oriented with respect to the incident electron or x-ray beam.  SAXS 

patterns provide information on the periodicity of electron density, which can be related to the 
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size of objects within a sample.  SAXS results are discussed in terms of q and intensity (I), where 

q is defined by the relationship: 

hkl
hkl d

rq 1sin2
===

λ
θ     2.4.1 

where rhkl is the reciprocal space lattice and dhkl is the real space lattice.  Thus, the units used for 

q are Å-1.  As shown in Figure 2.4.1, q is the vector difference between the incident radiation 

vector (So) and the scattered radiation vector (S). 92 

 

 

 

igure 2.4.1 Vector diagram of incident radiation (So) and radiation scattered from X (S). 
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here P0 is the intensity of the incident radiation, S is the samp ection, d is the sample 

ttering 

ngle,

w le cross-s

thickness, µ is the attenuation coefficient, ∆Ω1 and ∆Ω2 relate to the uncertainty of the sca

Ωd
dσa  

λ
λ∆ is the monochromator wavelength bandwidth and is the differential cross-section 

of the material per unit volume. 99 

A schematic of a SAXS apparatus is shown in Figure 2.4.2 r les are 

chamber that is subsequently evacuated.  The incident beam passes through a monochromator 

etector (PSD).  A beam stop is placed at θ = 0 (transmitted 

radiation) to prevent damage to the detector. 

.  Powde samp

mounted in the center hole of brass sample holder and held in place with adhesive tape.  If the 

sample is a liquid, it is sealed in an evacuated capillary tube.  The specimen is placed inside a 

prior to interacting with the sample.  After interaction with the sample, scattered x-rays are 

detected by a position sensitive d
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igure 2.4.2 Diagram of small angle x-ray scattering instrument 

SAXS data analysis is performed using Igor Pro software (Wavemetrics) and a subroutine 

om NIST modeling x-ray scattering from polydispers

nd standard deviations determined from TEM are entered as starting values for the fitting.  

hree additional fits of models to the data are evaluated, where the particle size, polydispersity 

nd particle size/polydispersity values are permitted to vary to optimize the g. 
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CHAPTER 3.  Structural and Magnetic Properties of Oxidatively Stable Cobalt 

anoparticles Encapsulated in Graphite Shells 

 

Michael A. Zalich,1,3 Vincent V. Baranauskas,3 Judy S. Riffle,3 Martin Saunders,2 Timothy G. St. 

Pierre1* 

 
1School of Physics and 2Center for Microscopy and Microanalysis, The University of Western 

Australia, 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009, Australia; 3Department of Chemistry and 

Macromolecules and Interfaces Institute, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 

Blacksburg, VA 24060, USA 

 

3.1 Abstract 

Oxidatively stable magnetic cobalt nanoparticles were prepared by annealing cobalt 

nanoparticles coated with poly(styrene-b-4-vinylphenoxyphthalonitrile) block copolymers.  An 

oxygen impermeable graphitic coating around the cobalt nanoparticles was created during 

thermal treatment at 700oC owing to the thermal decomposition/crosslinking of a polymer with a 

highly aromatic character.  A variety of analytical techniques was used to elucidate the physical 

properties of the pre-heat-treated and heat-treated samples.  The cobalt specific saturation 

magnetization (σs) increased from 81 to 173 emu g-1 Co upon heating of the polymer coated 

cobalt nanoparticles.  The pre-heat-treated sample readily oxidized, as revealed by low-

temperature magnetic susceptometry studies, whereas the heat-treated sample showed oxidative 

stability for over one year.  The mean cobalt particle size increased from 18.5 to 36.1 nm during 

thermal treatment.  Electron diffraction and x-ray diffraction revealed that the pre-heat-treated 

particles were weakly crystalline, while the heat-treated particles were strongly crystalline.  The 

dominant phase of the heat-treated sample was determined to be face-centered cubic with other 

minor phases present (hexagonal close packed, epsilon). 

 

Keywords:  cobalt, nanoparticles, magnetic, microscopy, diffraction 
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3.2 Introduction 

Magnetic nanoparticles are of considerable interest owing to their potential applications 

 biomedicine and the magnetic recording industry.  There are several current and potential 

ntrast agents, 101 magnetic field directed drug delivery systems, 102, 103 biotoxin removal, 
4, 105 gene therapy, 106, 107 and magnetic fluid hyperthermia. 108  Iron oxides (magnetite and 

 in the antiferromagnetic cobalt oxide.  Hence, coating of cobalt 

anoparticles with an oxygen impermeable sheath is a desirable prerequisite for their potential 

ical applications.   

Herein, we report the physical properties of cobalt nanoparticles prepared by the 

xyphthalonitrile) copolymer 

icelles and subsequently heated at 700oC to create graphite-coated, oxidatively-stable cobalt 

anoparticles.  Magnetic susceptometry, transmission electron microscopy, electron diffraction, 

in

applications for magnetic nanomaterials in medicine including magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) co
10

maghemite) have received much attention owing to their oxidative stability and biocompatibility; 

however, other transition metals and their alloys are also under investigation (Ni, Co, Fe).  

Cobalt has one of the largest magnetic susceptibilities of these materials but it readily oxidizes 

upon exposure to air resulting

n

use in biomed

Several research groups have prepared graphite coated cobalt nanoparticles, nanorods and 

nanocapsules utilizing the Krätschmer-Huffman carbon arc process designed for the synthesis of 

fullerene materials. 109-115 The resulting materials are reported to be oxidatively stable and 

chemically resistant, which are desirable qualities if such materials were to be used for 

biomedical applications.  Harris et al. reported on the impregnation of a pyrolyzed block 

copolymer comprised of poly(vinylidene chloride) and poly(vinyl chloride) with a cobalt nitrate 

solution heated at 1800oC for two hours.  Their findings indicated that a small percentage (5%) 

of metallic cobalt particles were encapsulated in graphite shells. 116  Tomita et al. reported that 

the transition metals (Co, Ni, Fe) act as catalysts in graphitization and their studies revealed the 

onset of a graphitic coating at 600oC upon the annealing of cobalt and diamond particles with 

electron beam radiation. 117  Finally, Yudasaka et al. studied the properties of nickel films 

deposited on various allotropic carbon films.  They concluded that nickel can catalyze the 

formation of graphite from any organic precursor; however, the organic precursor governs the 

temperature at which graphitization occurs. 118 

thermolysis of dicobalt octacarbonyl in poly(styrene-b-4-vinylpheno

m

n
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x-ray diffraction and small-angle x-ray scattering were utilized to assess the properties of these 

materia

s to generate poly(styrene-b-4-vinylphenol).  Poly(styrene-b-4-

vinylph

 

ls. 

 

3.3 Experimental Section 

3.3.1 Synthesis of poly(styrene-b-4-vinylphenoxyphthalonitrile).   

A detailed synthetic procedure for poly(styrene-b-4-vinylphenoxyphthalonitrile) and the 

characterization thereof has been previously reported. 119  Briefly, the block copolymer was 

synthesized by a living anionic polymerization.  First, poly(styrene-b-tert-

butyldimethylsilyloxystyrene) was prepared by the sequential addition of styrene and  tert-

butyldimethylsilyloxystyrene monomers using n-butyllithium as the initiator.  Next, the tert-

butyldimethylsilyl ether group of poly(styrene-b-tert-butyldimethylsilyloxystyrene) was 

hydrolyzed under acidic condition

enoxyphthalonitrile) was synthesized by reacting 4-nitrophthalonitrile with poly(styrene-

b-4-vinylphenol) in the presence of potassium carbonate.  The poly(styrene-b-4-

vinylphenoxyphthalonitrile) polymer synthesized for this study had well controlled block lengths 

of 50,000 and 10,000 g mol-1 respectively (Figure 3.1).  The composition and molecular weight 

of the polymer were characterized with 1H-NMR, gel permeation chromatography and infrared 

spectroscopy. 

 

3.3.2 Cobalt nanoparticle synthesis.   

Cobalt nanoparticles were synthesized by the addition of 1 g of dicobalt octacarbonyl into 

a reaction vessel containing 0.5 g of poly(styrene-b-4-vinylphenoxyphthalonitrile) dissolved in 

50 mL of deoxygenated toluene.  The reaction was refluxed at 110oC for 5 hours and the 

subsequent reaction product was placed into a capped vial and purged with dry nitrogen.  

Toluene was removed from the sample under vacuum at 100oC for ~ 24 hours (pre-heat-treated 

sample). 

3.3.3 Elevated heat treatment of polymer coated cobalt nanoparticles.   

Approximately 1 g of the dried cobalt-polymer complex was placed into a ceramic boat 

and positioned in the center of a quartz tube furnace under a constant argon flow.  The tube 
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furnace was then heated at 700oC for 4 hours, after which the sample was removed and stored 

under atmospheric conditions for analysis (heat-treated sample). 

n microscopy.   

TEM (HRTEM), energy-

filtered

.  The mean and standard deviation were calculated for the particle size and aspect 

tio for both fields of view of each sample.  Energy-filtered TEM was conducted using the GIF 

eV at the cobalt L3,2 edge (778-793 eV).  Pre-edge 

backgro

 the center of a sample holder where it was held in place with adhesive tape.  The 

mples were measured for 12 hours over a 2θ range of 0-4.4o with a Cu Kα source. 

3.3.6 X

heat-treated sample, both using Cu-Kα radiation) were used to acquire x-ray diffraction patterns 

 

3.3.4 Transmission electro

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high-resolution 

 TEM (EFTEM), selected area electron diffraction (SAD) and nano-beam electron 

diffraction (NBD) were conducted with a JEOL 3000F field-emission transmission electron 

microscope (operated at 300 kV) equipped with a Gatan image filter (GIF) and digital imaging 

system.  The pre-heat-treated sample was re-dispersed in toluene and cast onto an amorphous 

carbon-coated copper grid for analysis.  The heat-treated sample was embedded in resin and 

microtomed to a thickness of ~ 100 nm.  Microtomed slices were then placed onto an amorphous 

carbon coated copper grid for analysis.  NBD was conducted on single crystals of the heat-

treated sample using an ~2 nm focused electron beam.  Particle size analysis was performed on 

two fields of view for each sample.  Each field of view was divided into sections and all of the 

particles of a particular section were measured in two directions: 1) in any obvious long direction 

and 2) perpendicular to the first measurement.  The two measurements for each particle were 

then averaged and the aspect ratio for each particle (longer measurement/shorter measurement) 

was calculated

ra

with a spectrometer slit width of 40 

und images were acquired at 714 and 753 eV and the post-edge image at 799 eV.   

 

3.3.5 Small angle x-ray scattering.   

Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements were conducted on a Bruker 

Nanostar SAXS instrument.  Samples were prepared by placing a powdered fraction of each 

sample in

sa

 

-ray Diffraction.   

Siemens x-ray diffractometers (model D-500 for pre-heat-treated sample and D-5000 for 
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of the pre-heat-treated and heat-treated samples.  Powdered samples were placed onto 

poly(carbonate) sample holders and scanned at: 1) a rate of 0.2o/min with a step size of 0.03o 

om 10-110o for the pre-heat-treated sample and 2) a rate of 0.13 o/min with a step size of 0.04o 

 

ed by 

pplying negative fields to –20 kOe to provide the DCD curve.  Henkel plots generated from 

ng the normalized IRM remanence vs. DCD remanence 

magnet

ted samples 

sing inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) at the Marine and 

atory at Murdoch University, Perth, Western Australia.  The samples 

were p

fr

from 10-110o for the heat-treated sample.   

3.3.7 Magnetic Susceptometry.   

A Quantum Design magnetic properties measurement system (MPMS-7) equipped with a 

superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)-based sensor was used to make cobalt 

specific magnetization measurements (σ) at varying applied fields (H) from –70,000 to +70,000 

Oe at 300 K and 5 K, with 100 Oe spacings between –1000 Oe and 1000 Oe.  Low-temperature 

measurements were conducted both after cooling the sample in zero applied field and in an 

applied field of 70,000 Oe.  The purpose of the different measurements was to study: 1) the 

saturation magnetization at 300 K, 2) the hysteretic behavior of the sample at 300 K, 3) the 

presence of an exchange bias, owing to a cobalt oxide layer on the surface of the cobalt 

nanoparticles and 4) the presence of paramagnetic species, owing to any residual cobalt carbonyl 

species in the sample.  In addition, isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) and DC-

demagnetization (DCD) curves were generated at 300 K in order to qualitatively understand the 

interparticle interactions of the magnetic cobalt nanoparticles in both systems.  The IRM curve 

was measured by applying a constant magnetic field for 700 s, removing the field and measuring 

the remanent moment 700 s after field removal.  This process was conducted up to 20 kOe (in 

500 Oe steps), whereupon the procedure was reversed (beginning at –500 Oe) and follow

a

these data were constructed by plotti

izations. 

 

3.3.8 Elemental analysis.   

Elemental analyses were performed on the pre-heat-treated and heat-trea

u

Freshwater Research Labor

repared by digestion in a 1:1 mixture of HNO3:H2SO4 for 13 days at 70-100oC.  The 

samples and a blank were diluted and analyzed for cobalt concentrations. 
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3.4 Results and Discussion 

3.4.1 Particle size analysis.   

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to study the particle size, size 

distribution, morphology, chemical composition and crystallinity of the pre-heat-treated and 

eat-treated cobalt complexes.  A ‘particle’ was deemed to be a region with contrast obviously 

ffraction contrast causes individual particles to have different 

intensit

utine (PolyCoreForm) 100 modeling x-ray scattering from polydisperse spheres.  

ean particle size values and standard deviations determined from TEM were entered as starting 

e additional fits of models to the data were evaluated, where the 

particle

h

different from the background.  Di

ies.  Particles were easy to define in the heat-treated sample owing to the strong 

crystallinity and contrast relative to the background and the relatively large particle size.  The 

decreased crystallinity and smaller particle size of the pre-heat-treated sample made it more 

difficult to accurately identify the edges of the particles and more care was needed to ensure that 

accurate particle size data were obtained in this case.  The particle size distribution for the pre-

heat-treated sample ranged from 9 to 45 nm with a mean of 18.5 nm (sample population = 346 

particles) (Figure 3.2).  The average aspect ratio for particles of the pre-heat-treated sample was 

1.43 with a standard deviation of 0.39.  A dramatic increase in particle size and size distribution 

after heat treatment at 700oC was apparent from the images taken during analysis.  The particle 

size distribution for the heat-treated sample increased to 7 to 147 nm with a mean of 36.1 nm 

(sample population = 369 particles) (Figure 2).  The average aspect ratio was 1.48 with a 

standard deviation of 0.51.  These increases in mean particle size and size distribution are likely 

to result from particle sintering at 700oC, which may be explained by an Ostwald ripening 

mechanism similar to that reported by Host et al. 109 

 

3.4.2 Small angle x-ray scattering.   

Small angle x-ray scattering data were analyzed using Igor Pro (Wavemetrics) software 

and a NIST subro

M

values for the fitting.  Thre

 size, polydispersity and particle size/polydispersity values were permitted to vary to 

optimize the curve fitting (curves not shown).  The measured SAXS data were consistent with 

the particle size and size distribution data obtained from TEM particle size analysis.  The SAXS 

data indicated that the pre-heat-treated sample comprised smaller particles with a narrower size 

distribution than the heat-treated sample. 
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3.4.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy.   

EFTEM) was conducted on the pre-heat-treated and heat-treated 

sample

s (Figure 3.4 C).  A 

all number of particles demonstrating hcp structure were also found (Figure 3.5 A).  A Fourier 

gonal arrangement of spots at a 2.2 Å spacing, consistent 

with th

Energy filtered TEM (

s to confirm the elemental identity of the electron dense nanoparticles.  The resulting 

cobalt distribution maps correlated well with the electron dense regions of the bright field 

images, confirming the chemical identity of the particles in both samples (Figure 3.3). 

There are two reported phases of cobalt for nanomaterials: 1) face-centered cubic (fcc) 56, 

120 and 2) epsilon (ε). 47, 50, 121  Moreover, the three reported phases of cobalt (hexagonal close 

packed (hcp), fcc and ε) are very close in energy and low activation energies are sufficient to 

cause stacking faults and possibly complete phase transitions. 47, 121 

High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) was used to observe the presence of any crystallinity in 

the cobalt nanoparticles.  HRTEM analysis of the pre-heat-treated sample indicated weak particle 

crystallinity; however, there were some well-crystallized particles (Figure 3.4 A).  Measurements 

of planar spacings (1.97 Å) from an exemplary highly crystalline particle are consistent with the 

{111} crystal plane (2.05 Å) of fcc cobalt, but could also correspond to the {002} or {101} 

crystal plane of hcp cobalt or the {310} crystal plane of ε-cobalt (2.04 Å). 1, 47, 122 

HRTEM of the heat-treated sample revealed highly crystalline particles with defects, 

such as twin planes.  Twinning is commonly observed in nanocrystals, often among fcc 

materials. 123 Measurements of lattice spacings (2.04 Å) of a multi-twinned crystalline particle 

again matched the {111} plane of fcc cobalt (2.05 Å) (Figure 3.4 B).  The presence of fcc cobalt 

was confirmed through nano-beam electron diffraction of individual particle

sm

transform of Figure 3.5A gives a hexa

e { 0110 } plane in hcp-Co (Figure 3.5 B).  In addition, the high-resolution image revealed 

the presence of a graphitic coating around the cobalt particle (Figure 3.5 A inset).  Measurements 

of the Fourier transform of Figure 3.5A indicated that the spacing between the layers 

surrounding the particle is consistent with the interlayer spacing of graphite (3.4 Å). 124  This 

graphitic coating may be the barrier that afforded observed oxidation protection for over one 

year. 119  McHenry et al. also reported the presence of faulted graphite coated cobalt particles 

prepared by a process based on the Krätschmer-Huffman carbon arc process. 111   
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3.4.4 X-ray Diffraction.   

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to complement electron diffraction data as it provides 

crystallographic information on the bulk of the sample in an effort to determine the presence of a 

dominant phase of cobalt in these systems.  Broad peaks at 2θ = 17o were found in both 

diffraction patterns and are due to an adhesive used to hold the samples on the holder.  XRD 

yielded

 oxide, which is likely since 

the ma

t the dominant 

phase o

 information about the crystal phase of cobalt in the pre-heat-treated sample, despite its 

weakly crystalline nature.  By using the JCPDS database, the structure was determined to be fcc 

cobalt (Figure 3.6, Table 3.1), although there were other peaks (a and b) that appeared in the 

diffraction pattern.  These peaks seemed to match well with cobalt

gnetic susceptometry measurements indicated a cobalt oxide component in the pre-heat-

treated sample (see section 3.4.5).  XRD also clarified the crystal phase of cobalt in the heat-

treated sample.  The peaks in the heat-treated sample diffraction pattern were more well-defined 

than the pre-heat-treated sample indicating that an improvement in crystallinity had taken place 

during the heating procedure (Figure 3.7).  Furthermore, the peaks were matched to the fcc phase 

of cobalt using the JCPDS software database (Table 3.2).  Thus, it appears tha

f cobalt in the heat-treated cobalt nanoparticle system is fcc; however, there may be a 

small percentage of hcp and ε-cobalt present.  Saito and Saito et al. reported that small amounts 

of the hcp phase of cobalt were formed by a method based on the carbon arc method for fullerene 

production; however, the dominant phase was fcc cobalt. 114, 115  Additionally, the broad peak at 

2θ ≈ 24o corresponds to an experimental d-spacing of 3.7 Å.  This value falls within the range 

reported for the interplanar spacings of graphite (d002 = 3.4-3.9 Å) in carbon nanotubes of 

varying diameter. 124  Since the peak is broad, it is thought to encompass graphitic spacings of 

coatings on particles of varying dimensions.  Finally, the Scherrer equation was used to 

qualitatively examine peak broadening caused by differences in particle size.  The x-ray 

diffraction peaks were narrower for the heat-treated sample indicating that the relative particle 

size for the heat-treated sample is larger than the relative particle size for the pre-heat-treated 

sample, which suggests an increase in particle size with heat treatment.  This conclusion is 

consistent with both TEM and SAXS data on the particle sizes of these systems. 
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3.4.5 Magnetic Susceptometry.   

-100oC with an 

addition of 5 mL of concentrated H2SO4 on the ninth day.  The relatively robust nature of a 

protective graphitic coating will hamper acid digestion of the metallic cobalt and hence is likely 

the cause for disagreement between the elemental analysis data.  The first digestion procedure 

Magnetic susceptometry measurements were conducted on the pre-heat-treated and heat-

treated samples at 300 K and 5 K to elucidate their magnetic properties.  Room temperature σ vs. 

H measurements of the pre-heat-treated sample revealed a cobalt specific saturation 

magnetization (σs) of 81 emu g-1 Co, a cobalt specific remanent magnetization (σr) of 19 emu g-1 

Co and a coercivity (Hc) of ~ 410 Oe (Figure 8A).  The magnetic remanence and coercivity 

values along with zero-field cooled/field cooled σ vs. T measurements indicated that the sample 

is comprised of a combination of superparamagnetic and magnetically blocked particles at room 

temperature.   

The slope of the magnetization curve is positive in high fields at low temperature, while 

at 300 K this slope is reduced and the magnetization curve almost saturates at high fields (Figure 

3.8).  This positive slope at 5 K is indicative the presence of paramagnetic material with a 

possible contribution from an antiferromagnetic component in the sample.  It is difficult to 

separate the paramagnetic component from the antiferromagnetic component, as the magnitude 

of their effects is similar, but much lower than that of a ferromagnetic material.  The 

paramagnetic component may be due to unreacted cobalt carbonyl species that have not been 

incorporated into cobalt nanoparticles.  Low temperature zero field-cooled/field-cooled 

hysteresis loop experiments exhibit an asymmetric field-cooled hysteresis loop shift.  This field-

cooled hysteresis loop shift is indicative of an exchange bias (He ≈ 3200 Oe) created by the 

coupling of an antiferromagnetic cobalt oxide surface layer with the ferromagnetic cobalt metal 

core. 125-127 Thus, the departure of σs for the pre-heat-treated sample from the value for bulk 

cobalt is most likely due to residual cobalt carbonyl species and the partial oxidation of the 

sample. 

Two different sample digestion procedures led to two different cobalt concentration 

measurement results for the heat-treated sample as reported by Baranauskas et al. 119  Briefly, the 

first digestion procedure involved dissolving the sample in a 1:1 mixture of concentrated 

HNO3:H2SO4 for 4 days between 70-100oC.  The second procedure involved dissolving the 

sample in a 1:1 mixture of concentrated HNO3:H2SO4 for 13 days between 70
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(D1) gave a [Co] = 31% by mass while the more rigorous second digestion procedure (D2) gave 

[Co] o

the ICP-AES measurements.  The value of 230 emu g-1 Co for D1 is significantly 

higher 

c = 416 Oe).  Field cooled and zero field cooled σ vs. T measurements in conjunction 

with σ 

f 41% by mass.  The difference in these cobalt concentrations suggests that: 1) the 

protective coating can be digested over time under extreme conditions or 2) it takes a significant 

amount of time for the acid to penetrate defects in the graphitic coatings and dissolve the cobalt 

particles.  Room temperature magnetic susceptometry measurements showed apparent saturation 

magnetizations of 230 emu g-1 of calculated Co for D1 and 172 emu g-1 of calculated cobalt for 

D2 (Figure 3.9A).  Both the magnitude of these values and their differences indicate that the 

sample digestion procedure for this material is critical to the values of cobalt concentration 

obtained from 

than the maximum cobalt specific magnetization expected based on the value for bulk 

cobalt, and hence implies that the sample digestion was incomplete.  The reduction in the 

apparent cobalt specific magnetization with increased digestion time suggests that the digestion 

process is very slow for this material.  Several research groups have investigated the use of acid 

digestion techniques to dissolve unencapsulated cobalt formed when preparing graphite coated 

cobalt nanoparticles using a modified arc-discharge procedure.  Their findings indicated that 

cobalt particles completely encapsulated by graphite were not dissolved; however, the acid 

treatments used were not as rigorous as reported above. 110, 113, 128  It is reasonable that strong 

mineral acids will eventually penetrate minor defects in the graphite coatings leading to cobalt 

dissolution.  Moreover, the difference of σs for D2 (172 emu g-1 Co) is only 7.5% larger than the 

literature value of ~160 emu g-1 Co. 129  This error may be within the limits of reproducibility for 

the elemental analysis measurements.  Room temperature magnetic hysteresis loop 

measurements showed that the sample exhibits magnetic remanence and coercivity (σr = 34 emu 

g-1 Co;  H

vs. H measurements at room temperature (Figure 9A) suggest that the heat-treated sample 

consists of a combination of particles that are superparamagnetic and magnetically blocked at 

room temperature. 

Low temperature magnetization measurements on these heat-treated cobalt-graphitic 

complexes indicate similar saturation magnetizations to those measured at room temperature.  

Field-cooled σ vs. H measurements show magnetic hysteresis with negligible field bias (He = 

144 Oe) relative to zero-field-cooled σ vs. H measurements (Figure 3.9B and 3.9C), suggesting 

the absence of cobalt oxide layers around the metallic cobalt nanoparticles.  The long-term 
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saturation magnetization stability confirms that the annealed carbonaceous cobalt complexes are 

oxidatively stable. 119  Compared with the pre-heat-treated sample, the cobalt specific 

magnetization for the heat-treated sample saturates at high fields in both room temperature and 

low temperature studies indicating an absence of the paramagnetic component that was observed 

for the pre-heat-treated sample.  It is possible that residual carbonyl species evolve during 

thermal treatment with the concomitant incorporation of residual cobalt atoms into the cobalt 

nanoparticles, and that this largely decreases or eliminates any paramagnetic species in the 

sample.   

Henkel plots (not shown) for the pre-heat-treated and heat-treated systems indicated weak 

interparticle demagnetizing magnetic interactions as would be expected for magnetic cobalt 

nanoparticles in close proximity with each other (but not in direct contact.) 

 

3.5 Conclusions 

Cobalt nanoparticles were prepared by the thermolysis of dicobalt octacarbonyl in 

poly(styrene-b-4-vinylphenoxyphthalonitrile) block copolymer micelles.  The particles were 

subsequently heat-treated at 700oC to afford oxidatively stable cobalt nanoparticles with a 

“graphitic” coating.  The cobalt specific saturation magnetization value increased upon heating 

due to one or both of the following reasons: 1) sintering of cobalt nanoparticles leading to an 

increase in particle size and 2) annealing of cobalt nanoparticles leading to an increase in particle 

crystallinity.  A graphitic coating appears to be the protective barrier against oxidation for the 

heat-treated cobalt nanoparticles.  Transmission electron microscopy, electron diffraction and x-

ray diffraction were used to identify the dominant crystal phase of the pre-heated and heat-

treated samples as being face-centered cubic, although there may be oxide present in the pre-

heated sample and other phases of cobalt (hcp, ε) present. 

Future work will involve studying the heat treatment process in more detail to create an 

oxygen impermeable coating around the cobalt nanoparticles and improving the particle 

crystallinity without any particle sintering. 
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Table 3.1 Experimental and literature d-spacings for fcc cobalt for the pre-heat-treated sample. 

 

Peak number 2 θ d-spacing in Å 
(experimental) 

d-spacing in Å 
(literature) 

1 44.24 2.05 2.05 

2 51.49 1.78 1.77 

3 75.88 1.25 1.25 

36.16 2.48 2.44 

b (CoO) 61.69 1.50 1.51 
 

 

 

Table 3.2 Experimental and literature d-spacings for fcc cobalt for the heat-treated sample. 

 

Peak number 2 θ d-spacing in Å 
(experimental) 

d-spacing in Å 
(literature) 

1 44.24 2.05 2.05 

4 92.38 1.07 1.07 

5 97.84 1.02 1.02 

a (Co3O4) 

2 51.52 1.77 1.77 

3 75.84 1.25 1.25 

4 92.28 1.07 1.07 

5 98.12 1.02 1.02 

a 24.08 3.70 3.4-3.9124 
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Figure 3.1 Poly(styrene-b-4-vinlyphenoxyphthalonitrile) 

Figure 3.2 Particle size histograms for: A) pre-heat-treated and B) heat-treated samples 
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 A) Bright-field image of pre-heat-treated sample, B) corresponding cobalt 

distribution image of (A), C) bright-field image of heat-treated sample and D) corresponding 

cobalt distribution image of (C).  Scale bars = 100 nm 
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Figure 3.3
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C 
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A 

1.97 Å

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 A) HRTEM of pre-heat-treated sample, B) HRTEM of heat-treated sample showing 

ultiple twinning within a single crystal, C) indexed nano-beam electron diffraction pattern of 

 

m

<011> zone axis of fcc cobalt. 
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Figure 3.5 A) High-resolution image of hcp cobalt particle and B) Fourier transform of “A” 

showing graphite and hcp spacings.  Inset in A is a magnified region of graphitic layers. 

 

 

 

 

3.4 Å graphite spacing

2.2 Å spacing for { 0110 } plane of HCP 

A B
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2 θ 

1 

2 3 4 

5a b

Figure 3.6 X-ray diffraction pattern for pre-heat-treated sample.  Vertical lines are peak matches 

Figure 3.7 X-ray diffraction pattern for heat-treated sample.  Vertical lines are peak matches 

provided by the JCPDS software database. 

provided by the JCPDS software database. 

 

2 θ 

1 

2 3 4 

5 a 
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Figure 3.8 σ vs. H measurements conducted at A) 300 K and B) 5 K (zero-field cooled 

hysteresis loop ▬, field-cooled hysteresis loop •••) on pre-heat-treated cobalt-polymer 

complexes that had been aged under ambient conditions for three months.  C) shows enlarged 

region around the origin for 5 K hysteresis loops showing the asymmetric field-cooled hysteresis 

loop shift. 

 

 

 

A 

B 

C
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A

B

C

 

Figure 3.9 σ vs. H measurements conducted on a cobalt-copolymer sample that had been 

thermally treated at 700oC at A) 300 K (4 day acid digestion (•••) and 13 day acid digestion (▬)) 

and B) 5 K (13 day acid digestion: zero field-cooled (▬), field-cooled (•••)).  C) shows enlarged 

region around the origin for 5 K hysteresis loops (13 day acid digestion) and shows minimal 

field-cooled hysteresis loop shift.  The horizontal line at 160 emu g-1 Co in (A) indicates the 

aximum reported specific magnetization for cobalt metal. m
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CHAPTER 4.  Structural and magnetic properties of as-prepared and heat treated cobalt 

nanoparticles stabilized with a siloxane-based block copolymer system 

 

Michael A. Zalich,1,3 Michael L. Vadala,3 Judy S. Riffle,3 Martin Saunders,2 Timothy G. St. 

Pierre1* 
1School of Physics and 2Center for Microscopy and Microanalysis, The University of Western 

Australia, 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley WA 6009, Australia; 3Department of Chemistry and 

Macromolecules and Interfaces Institute, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 

Blacksburg, VA 24060, USA 

 

4.1 Abstract 

A stable dispersion of cobalt nanoparticles was prepared by the thermolysis of dicobalt 

octacarbonyl in a solution of poly(dimethylsiloxane-b-(methylvinylsiloxane-co-methyl(2-

trimethoxysilethyl)siloxane)) (PDMS-b-(PMVS-co-PMTMS)).  Two experiments were 

conducted, where different samples were heated in a quartz tube furnace at 600 or 700oC with the 

goal of creating an oxygen impermeable “silica” shell around the cobalt particles.  The samples 

were characterized with a variety of analytical techniques to probe their physical properties.  The 

heating process led to an increase in the cobalt specific saturation magnetization (σs) from 48 to 

141 and 146 emu g-1 Co for the 600 and 700oC processes respectively.  Pre-heat-treated and heat-

treated cobalt-copolymer complexes exposed to ambient conditions displayed a degree of 

xidation.  Particle size analyses indicated an increase in average particle size in the sample 
o

ling process and less oxidation can 

ossibly be attributed to partial protection by a ‘silica’ shell. 

eywords:  cobalt, nanoparticles, TEM, SQUID, magnetic, diffraction 

o

heated at 600 C compared with the pre-heat-treated sample; however, the sample heated at 

700oC had a similar particle size distribution to the pre-heat-treated sample.  Electron diffraction 

and x-ray diffraction data confirmed that the heat-treated cobalt nanoparticles were in the face-

centered cubic phase, while the pre-heat-treated sample was weakly crystalline.  Hence, the 

increase in σs from the pre-heat-treated sample to the heat-treated samples is most likely due to 

an improvement in particle crystallinity through the annea

p

 

K
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4.2 Introduction 

One of the most exciting and rapidly growing areas of interest for magnetic nanoparticles 

 biomedicine.  A number of current and potential applications for magnetic nanoparticles in 

rmia 

. 131, 132  Magnetite (Fe3O4) is a material of interest owing to its biocompatibility; 
-1) 

 by 

a protective coating, thereby enabling their usage for biomedical 

pplications.  Cobalt metal is known to be toxic, so a protective coating may also serve to 

toxicity associated with this type of system.  Rutnakornpituk et al. and Stevenson 

et al. in

ibers by a poly(carborane-siloxane-

cetylene) polymer system.  The polymer was heated to form a crosslinked ceramic coating, 

at elevated temperatures 

(1000oC). 134  Although the proposed polymer in this research does not contain boron or 

is

medicine exist, ranging from MRI contrast enhancement agents130 to tumor hyperthe

treatment

however, the saturation magnetization of magnetite (~92 emu g-1) compared to Fe0 (218 emu g

or Co0 (161 emu g-1) may not be sufficient for some applications. 129   

It would be advantageous to protect zero-valent cobalt nanoparticles against oxidation

passivating the particles with 

a

eliminate any 

vestigated the use of a siloxane based triblock copolymer (poly(dimethylsiloxane-b-(3-

cyanopropyl)methylsiloxane-b-dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS-PCPMS-PDMS)), where the cyano 

groups were proposed to bind to the cobalt nanoparticles while the PDMS tail blocks sterically 

stabilized the particles in dispersion.  A decrease in the cobalt specific magnetization over time 

was reported, owing to cobalt oxide formation. 61, 62  Connolly et al. evaluated the magnetic 

properties of a pentablock copolymer (poly(dimethylsiloxane-b-methyltriethoxysilethylsiloxane-

b-(3-cyanopropyl)methyl siloxane-b-methyltriethoxysilethylsiloxane-b-dimethylsiloxane) 

(PDMS-PMTEOS-PCPMS-PMTEOS-PDMS)), where the cyano groups of the central block 

were proposed to bind to the cobalt nanoparticles, the PMTEOS blocks were catalytically 

condensed to form a silica shell around the cobalt nanoparticles and the PDMS blocks sterically 

stabilized the nanoparticles in dispersion.  Cobalt nanoparticles synthesized by the thermolysis of 

dicobalt octacarbonyl in pentablock micelles, where PDMS was the solvent, were oxidatively 

stable; however, a small amount of oxidation was detected when toluene was used as the solvent. 
63  The copolymer system currently proposed (poly(dimethylsiloxane-b-(methylvinylsiloxane-co-

methyl(2-trimethoxysilethyl) siloxane)) contains trialkoxy functional groups, which bind to the 

cobalt nanoparticles133 and possibly serve as precursors to a silica shell surrounding the particles. 

Keller reported on the oxidative protection of carbon f

a

which successfully protected the carbon fibers against oxidation 
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acetylene units, it is hypothesized that methoxy groups of the diblock copolymer will crosslink at 

elevate

cobalt by heating cobalt 

nanopa

c

5000 a

d temperatures to generate a silica network around the cobalt nanoparticles.  Michalet et 

al. reported on the pyrolysis of PDMS with Al and Al2O3 filler particles and described the 

process by which PDMS is converted into amorphous silica at temperatures above 200oC. 135  

Finally, Scheffler et al. demonstrated the capacity for a mixed siloxane system comprised of 

PDMS, poly(methoxymethylsiloxane) and a Sn catalyst to crosslink at 1000oC under argon. 136   

Herein, we discuss an attempt to prevent the oxidation of 

rticles coated with poly(dimethylsiloxane-b-(methylvinylsiloxane-co-methyl(2-

trimethoxysilethyl)siloxane)) at 600 and 700oC.  The research by Keller, Michalet et al. and 

Scheffler et al. suggests that the heat treatment of PDMS-b-(PMVS-co-PMTMS) coated cobalt 

nanoparticles may lead to amorphous silica coated cobalt nanoparticles, which may be protected 

from oxidation by a silica shell.  The structural and magnetic properties of the cobalt 

nanocomposite materials before and after heat treatment were elucidated using transmission 

electron microscopy, electron diffraction, x-ray diffraction, small angle x-ray scattering and 

magnetic susceptometry. 

 

4.3 Experimental 

4.3.1. Synthesis of poly(dimethylsiloxane-b-(methylvinylsiloxane-co-methyl(2-

trimethoxysilethyl) siloxane)) (PDMS-b-(PMVS-co-PMTMS).   

A detailed synthetic procedure for (PDMS-b-(PMVS-co-PMTMS)) and the 

characterization of the precursors and final polymers have been reported previously. 133  Briefly, 

poly(dimethylsiloxane-b-methylvinylsiloxane) (PDMS-b-PMVS) was synthesized by the 

sequential addition of hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane (D3) and 1,3,5-trivinyl-1,3,5-

trimethylcyclotrisiloxane ( 3
vD ) monomers, initiated with n-butyllithium.  After purification and 

haracterization of the PDMS-b-PMVS copolymer, approximately half of the vinyl groups on the 

PMVS block were hydrosilated with trimethoxysilane to afford the final PDMS-b-(PMVS-co-

PMTMS) block copolymer.  The block copolymer used in this investigation had block lengths of 

nd 3400 g mol-1 for the PDMS and PMVS-co-PMTMS blocks respectively (Figure 4.1). 
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4.3.2 Synthesis of a cobalt nanoparticles.   

Cobalt nanoparticles were synthesized by the addition of 1 g dicobalt octacarbonyl into a 

reaction vessel containing 1 g PDMS-b-(PMVS-co-PMTMS) in 20 mL of deoxygenated toluene.  

The reaction was refluxed at 110oC for 2 hours to evolve most of the carbon monoxide ligands.  

After cooling, a stable magnetic dispersion of cobalt nanoparticles resulted.  Toluene was 

removed under vacuum to provide a dried sample for characterization (referred to as N1a).  N1a 

was an

ed to as P2a) under the same conditions.  After heating, the samples 

ere removed from the tube furnace and placed into separate sample vials under argon.  Samples 

 ground immediately before magnetic susceptometry measurements were 

4.3.4 E

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high-resolution TEM, energy-filtered TEM, 

lected area electron diffraction (SAD) and nano-beam electron diffraction (NBD) were 

onducted with a JEOL 3000F field-emission transmission electron microscope (operated at 300 

alyzed 4 months after being synthesized.  Two other samples synthesized using the same 

procedure as N1a were prepared and immediately exposed to heat-treatments (referred to as 

virgin samples of N1a).   

 

4.3.3 Heat treatment of PDMS-b-(PMVS-co-PMTMS) coated cobalt nanoparticles.   

A virgin sample of N1a was transferred (with limited exposure to air) onto a ceramic boat 

and inserted into a quartz tube furnace.  One sample was heated to and held at 600oC for 4 hours 

(referred to as P1a) under a flow of argon gas.  Another virgin sample of N1a was heated at 

700oC for 2 hours (referr

w

P1a and P2a were

conducted. 

 

xposure of samples to ambient conditions.   

Each sample (N1a, P1a, P2a) was exposed to air and subsequently analyzed by magnetic 

susceptometry.  N1a was exposed for an additional 11-month period (total exposure time was 15 

months), P1a was exposed for 8 months after the initial grinding and P2a was exposed for 10 

days after the initial grinding.  The results for the exposed samples (N1b, P1b, P2b) were 

compared with results for N1a, P1a and P2a to evaluate the oxidative stability of the cobalt-

copolymer complexes over time. 

 

4.3.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy.   

se

c
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kV) equipped with a Gatan image filter (GIF) and digital imaging system.  N1a, P1a and P2a 

were em

  The mean and standard deviation were calculated for the particle 

ze and aspect ratio for both fields of view of each sample.  Energy-filtered TEM was conducted 

e-edge 

backgro

poly(carbonate) sample holders and scanned at: 1) a rate of 0.2o/min with a step size 

f 0.03o from 10-110o for N1a and P2a and 2) a rate of 0.266o/min with a step size of 0.03o from 

 

acings between –1000 Oe and 1000 Oe.  Low-temperature 

easurements were conducted both after cooling the sample in zero applied field and in an 

 the different measurements was to study: 1) the 

saturat

bedded in resin and microtomed to a thickness of ~ 100 nm.  Microtomed slices were 

then placed onto amorphous carbon coated copper grids for analysis.  NBD was conducted on 

single crystals of P1a with an ~2 nm focused electron beam.  Particle size analysis was 

performed on two fields of view for each sample.  Each field of view was divided into sections 

and all of the particles of a particular section were measured in two directions: 1) in any obvious 

long direction and 2) perpendicular to the first measurement.  The two measurements for each 

particle were then averaged and the aspect ratio for each particle (longer measurement/shorter 

measurement) was calculated.

si

using the GIF with slit widths of 40 eV at the cobalt L3,2 edge (778-793 eV).  Pr

und images were acquired at 714 and 754 eV, while the post-edge image was acquired at 

799 eV.   

 

4.3.6 X-ray Diffraction.   

A Siemens D-500 x-ray diffractometer (Cu-Kα radiation) was used to acquire x-ray 

diffraction patterns of the samples before and after heat treatment.  Powdered samples were 

placed onto 

o

20-100o for P1a.   

4.3.7 Magnetic Susceptometry.   

A Quantum Design magnetic properties measurement system (MPMS-7) equipped with a 

superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) sensor was used to make cobalt specific 

magnetization measurements (σ) at varying applied fields (H) from –70,000 to +70,000 Oe at 

300 K and 5K, with 100 Oe sp

m

applied field of 70,000 Oe.  The purpose of

ion magnetization at 300 K, 2) the hysteretic behavior of the sample at 300 K, 3) the 

presence of an exchange bias owing to a cobalt oxide layer on the surface of the cobalt 

nanoparticles, and 4) the presence of paramagnetic species owing to any residual cobalt carbonyl 
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species in the sample.  The samples were prepared by crushing the sample into a powder using a 

spatula and placing 10 to 20 mg of the sample into an acid-washed Teflon sample holder. 

 

4.3.8 Elemental Analysis.   

Elemental analyses were performed on the pre-heat-treated and heat-treated samples 

(N1a, P1a, P2a) using inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) at 

the Marine and Freshwater Research Laboratory at Murdoch University, Perth, Western 

Australia.  The samples were prepared by digestion in a 1:1 mixture of HNO3:H2SO4 for 14 days 

at 70-100oC.  The samples and a blank were diluted and analyzed for cobalt concentrations. 

 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

4.4.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy.   

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to study the particle size, size 

istribution, morphology, chemical composition and crystallinity of the pre-heat-treated and 

r complexes.  A ‘particle’ was deemed to be a region with contrast 

obviou

bution after thermal treatment at 600oC (P1a) was apparent from the images 

ken during analysis.  There were two different populations of particles, which resulted in a 

odes at ~ 10 and 120 nm).  The particle size distribution for 

P1a ran

d

heat-treated cobalt-polyme

sly different from the background.  The particle size distribution for the pre-heat-treated 

sample (N1a) ranged from 8 to 38 nm with a mean of 14.1 nm and mode of 12.5 nm (sample 

population = 536 particles) (Figure 4.2A).  The mean aspect ratio for particles of the pre-

annealed sample was 1.51 with a standard deviation of 0.46.  A dramatic difference in particle 

size and size distri

ta

bimodal particle size distribution (m

ged from 4 to 750 nm with a mean of 91 nm (sample population = 399 particles) (Figure 

4.2B).  The mean aspect ratio for the smaller particles was 1.61 with a standard deviation of 0.5, 

while the mean aspect ratio for the larger particles was 2 with a standard deviation of 0.9.  

Thermal treatment of N1a at 700oC to produce P2a resulted in a narrow particle size distribution, 

similar to that of N1a.  The particle size for P2a ranged from 4 to 21 nm with a mean of 10.1 nm 

and a mode of ~9.5 nm (sample population = 310 particles) (Figure 4.2C).  The mean aspect ratio 

was 1.37 with a standard deviation of 0.34.  It is proposed that thermal treatment at 600oC leads 

to cobalt particle aggregation and possibly sintering during the pyrolysis of the polymer.  In 

some cases particle aggregates probably occur before the polymer is completely pyrolyzed, 
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which leads to large aggregates of fused cobalt nanoparticles.  However, it appears that a more 

rapid pyrolysis of the polymer, such as may be achieved at 700oC, may prevent the cobalt 

particle from coming into contact with one another and sintering during the pyrolysis step.  

 increase in size of ion-implanted cobalt nanoparticles in a fused 

silica m

tion 

main narrow as in the pre-heat-treated sample.   

 (EFTEM) was conducted on N1a, P1a and P2a to confirm the 

particles.  The cobalt distribution maps correlated 

well w

s 

Jacobsohn et al. reported the

atrix after annealing at 900oC under vacuum for 10 hours. 137  The system reported by 

Jacobsohn et al. is different from the system discussed here; nevertheless, the particle growth 

mechanism seems similar.  In the P2a system, it is possible that the polymer readily pyrolyzes at 

the higher temperature (700oC) before the cobalt particles can come into contact.  Thus, the 

particles are separated by a ‘silica’ matrix and the average particle size and size distribu

re

Energy filtered TEM

elemental identity of the electron dense nano

ith the electron dense regions of the bright-field images, confirming that the dense 

particles in these systems were indeed the cobalt nanoparticles (Figure 4.3). 

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) was implemented to 

evaluate the crystallinity of the cobalt nanoparticle complexes.  Although N1a was weakly 

crystalline, several high-resolution images were obtained.  Figure 4.4A shows a crystalline 

particle of N1a with measured lattice spacings of ~2.01 Å, which are consistent with {111} plane 

of fcc cobalt (2.05 Å), but could be the {002} plane of hcp cobalt (2.02 Å).  A HRTEM image of 

P1a provided evidence of the hcp structure of cobalt.  Figure 4.4B is a high-resolution image of 

P1a with the arrows normal to the {100} and {002} lattice planes of hcp cobalt.  Nevertheless, 

nano-beam electron diffraction (NBD) (Figure 4.4C) and selected area electron diffraction 

(SAD) of P1a provided evidence for the fcc structure of cobalt (Table 1).  A high-resolution 

image of a multi-twinned P2a particle gives spacings of ~2.04 Å for two twin planes, which is 

consistent with the {111} of fcc cobalt (2.05 Å) (Figure 5A).  Multiple twinning is common in 

fcc materials123 and has been reported for cobalt nanocrystals. 51  Additional measurements of the 

Fourier transform of the lower twin in Figure 4.5A (~1.83  and 1.06 Å ) are consistent with the 

{200} and {311} lattice planes of fcc cobalt (1.77 and 1.07 Å) (Figure 4.5B).  SAD supports the 

HRTEM data for P2a, by also indicating the presence of fcc cobalt (Table 1). 
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4.4.2 X-ray diffraction.   

X-ray diffraction was used to complement electron diffraction as it provides 

crystallographic information on the bulk of the sample.  Sample N1a was only weakly crystalline 

as indicated by the diffraction pattern (Figure 4.6A).  Some intense reflections were present at 2θ 

values of 41.3, 44.7 and 47.4o corresponding to experimental d-spacings of 2.19, 2.03 and 1.92 Å 

respectively.  These values match well with literature d-spacings for hexagonal close packed 

(hcp) cobalt of 2.17, 2.04 and 1.92 Å respectively.  However, the experimental intensities do not 

follow the same trend as the literature intensities.  The energetic difference in atomic stacking 

between the three known phases of cobalt (fcc, hcp and epsilon) is low; therefore, having 

multiple phases of cobalt is possible. 47, 121  Sample P1a exhibited intense reflections at 2θ values 

of 44.1

ertheless, it is clear 

that the

mple reached the 

maxim prolonged exposure did not serve to enhance the 

oxidation process.  In addition, neither of the N1 materials displayed significant remanence or 

, 51.5, 75.7 and 92.1o corresponding to d-spacings of 2.05, 1.77, 1.25 and 1.07 Å 

respectively.  These experimental values match well with the literature values for the {111}, 

{200}, {220} and {311} lattice planes of fcc cobalt (Figure 4.6B).  Other peaks are present, 

which are less intense but may indicate the presence of other phases.  Nev

 dominant phase of cobalt in P1a is fcc.  Sample P2a was similar to P1a with major 

reflections at 2θ values of 44.4, 52, 76 and 92o corresponding to d-spacings of 2.03, 1.76, 1.25 

and 1.07 Å respectively.  These reflections, although broader than P1a, matched the literature 

values for fcc cobalt (Figure 4.6C).  Qualitative peak broadening calculations were performed for 

P1a and P2a using the Scherrer equation.  The increase in breadth for P2a peaks compared with 

P1a peaks is consistent with particle size data obtained from TEM analysis, which indicated a 

smaller mean particle size for P2a relative to P1a.   

 

4.4.3 Magnetic Susceptometry.   

Room temperature σ vs. H measurements of N1a revealed a cobalt specific saturation 

magnetization (σs) of 48 emu g-1 Co, which is significantly less than the 161 emu g-1 value 

reported for bulk cobalt. 129  Moreover, N1b had a similar value of 47 emu g-1 Co, indicating that 

no further oxidation had taken place after exposing the sample for 15 months to ambient 

conditions (Figure 4.7 A).  σs for N1a and N1b remained constant irrespective of exposure time 

(4 months for N1a and 15 months for N1b), which suggests that the sa

um extent of oxidation in 4 months and 
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coercivity.  Room temperature magnetization curves almost saturate in high applied fields, while 

5 K ma

e slope in both P1 hysteresis loops at 5K is 

e paramagnetic behavior of cobalt atoms that have not been incorporated into cobalt 

eat treatment would have eliminated any remaining carbonyl 

ligands

gnetization curves have a positive slope in high applied fields.  The positive slope in the 

low temperature magnetization curves suggests the presence of a paramagnetic component in the 

sample.  The paramagnetic component is believed to be unreacted cobalt carbonyl species that 

were not incorporated into the cobalt nanocrystals during the thermolysis procedure.  A slight 

shift of the field-cooled hysteresis loop with respect to the zero field-cooled hysteresis loop was 

noticed for the N1a sample (He ~ 460 Oe), which is indicative of an exchange bias interaction 

between an antiferromagnetic cobalt oxide surface layer and a ferromagnetic cobalt metal core 

(Figure 4.7B). 126, 127  The exchange bias (He) for the N1b sample increased to ~ 1100 Oe, 

suggesting that more cobalt oxide is present or a stronger coupling between the cobalt oxide and 

cobalt occurred despite no significant decrease in σs at room temperature.  There was a 

difference in 11 months between measurements of the N1a and N1b samples, and the N1a 

sample displayed signs of a slight oxide layer.  It is possible that the cobalt oxide layers coupled 

with the cobalt particles increased their interfacial order over time and hence strengthened the 

exchange interaction between the cobalt oxide layer and cobalt core of the nanoparticles.  σ vs. T 

measurements indicated that the maximum blocking temperature of the N1 system was near 

room temperature. 

Room temperature σ vs. H measurements for P1a and P1b indicated values of 141 and 91 

emu g-1 Co for σs respectively (Figure 4.8A).  Both magnetization curves for P1 almost saturate 

in high-applied fields at room temperature, but have a slight positive slope in high-applied fields 

at 5K.  A proposed explanation for the slight positiv

th

nanocrystal lattices.  The elevated h

; however, it is possible that the polymer pyrolyzes before all of the cobalt atoms (that 

were in the form of cobalt carbonyl species in N1) could diffuse through the system to become 

part of cobalt nanocrystals.  Furthermore, He increased from ~50 Oe for P1a to ~350 Oe for P1b 

(Figure 4.8C).  The negligible magnitude of He in P1a suggests that oxidation had not taken 

place prior to grinding the sample or during the measurements.  This data suggests that the 

sample in its un-ground state is adequately protected against oxidation.  Exposure of ground P1 

to air for an 8-month period resulted in the formation of a detectable amount of cobalt oxide as 

indicated by both the increased He and reduced σs for P1b.  The grinding process appears to 
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fracture the brittle silica coating formed around the nanoparticles during thermal treatment, thus 

exposing bare cobalt.  Bare cobalt nanoparticles readily oxidize upon exposure to air, which is 

manifested by a decrease in σs and an increase in He.  σ vs. T measurements indicated that the 

maximum blocking temperature for the P1 system was near room temperature. 

Room temperature σ vs. H measurements for P2a yielded a σs value of 146 emu g-1 Co.  

There is a slight, but most likely insignificant, increase of 5 emu g-1 Co in σs from P1a to P2a.  

The increase may be due to more perfect cobalt crystals in the P2a sample compared with the 

P1a sample; however, the results may be within experimental error of the elemental analysis 

data.  P2b had a decreased σs value of 91 emu g-1 Co, indicating that oxidation of the ground 

complex had taken place during exposure to air (Figure 4.9A).  Low temperature σ vs. H 

measurements indicated a negligible field-cooled hysteresis loop shift in P2a (He ~ 70 Oe), but 

an increased value for P2b (He ~ 125 Oe) also indicating that oxidation has taken place (Figure 

4.9B).  The difference in magnitude of He for the P2 samples is not comparable with the 

difference in the P1 samples.  This may be explained using the same hypothesis proposed for the 

increase in He over time in the N1 samples.  Perhaps the antiferromagnetic layers in the N1 and 

P1 samples had significant time to increase their interfacial order, leading to an increased 

exchange interaction between the antiferromagnetic cobalt oxide surface layers and the 

ferromagnetic cobalt cores.  P2b was analyzed only 10 days after the initial grinding and a 

drastic decrease in σs was observed, albeit without a dramatic increase in He.  With a longer 

aging time, it is expected that He for P2b will increase as the cobalt oxide surface layers improve 

their interfacial order with the cobalt cores.  The magnetization curves for both samples of P2 

almost saturate in high-applied fields at room temperature, but have a slight positive slope in 

high-applied fields at 5K.  The same explanation proposed for the positive slope in the P1 5K 

hysteresis loops also applies to the P2 5K hysteresis loops, as the proposed trapping mechanism 

of paramagnetic cobalt atoms is controlled by the pyrolyzed state of the polymer.  The positive 

slope exhibited in both P1 and P2 5K hysteresis loops is significantly smaller than the positive 

slope of the N1 5K hysteresis loops, implying that most cobalt atoms have been incorporated into 

cobalt crystals.  σ vs. T measurements indicated the maximum blocking temperature of the P2 

system was near room temperature. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

Cobalt nanoparticles were synthesized by thermally decomposing Co2(CO)8 in 

poly(dimethylsiloxane-b-(methylvinylsiloxane-co-methyl(2-trimethoxysilethyl)siloxane) block 

copolymer micelles.    Subsequent heat treatment of the nanoparticles at 600oC led to an 

increased particle size distribution compared with the pre-heat-treated sample, while heat 

treatment at 700oC afforded a particle size distribution similar to the pre-heat-treated sample.  σs 

was greater for the heat-treated samples owing to an increase in particle crystallinity resulting 

from annealing of the cobalt nanoparticles.  Transmission electron microscopy, electron 

diffraction and x-ray diffraction were used to identify the dominant crystal phase of the heat-

treated samples as being face-centered cubic, although HRTEM analysis indicated the presence 

of hcp cobalt in the 600oC heat-treated sample.  Magnetic susceptometry indicated that the pre-

heat-treated sample was not oxidatively stable.  The heat-treated samples were oxidatively stable 

until they were ground.  The grinding procedure may have fractured the silica coatings, which 

exposed bare cobalt and ultimately led to cobalt nanoparticle oxidation. 

Future work will focus on creating an oxygen impermeable barrier around discrete, 

annealed cobalt nanoparticles.  In addition, cobalt nanoparticles coated with a silica shell provide 

a means for functionalization of the surfaces of these nanoparticles, which we have already 

demonstrated and will pursue further. 138 
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Table 4.1 Comparison of Experimental d-spacing ratios from SAD patterns for P1a and P2a 

with Literature fcc cobalt d-spacing ratios 1 

 
 Ratio of lattice planes Experimental Literature 

P1a {111}:{200} 1.15 1.15 
 {200}:{220} 1.41 1.41 
 {220}:{311} 1.19 1.17 
 {111}:{220} 1.63 1.63 
 {111}:{311} 1.94 1.91 

P2a {111}:{200} 1.15 1.15 
 {200}:{220} 1.42 1.41 
 {220}:{311} 1.17 1.17 
 {311}:{222} 1.05 1.04 
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Figure 4.1 PDMS-b-(PMVS-co-PMTMS) 

 

 

 

re 4.2 Logged particle size 

grams for: A) pre-heat-treated 

le (N1a), B) sample heated at 600oC 

(P1a) and C) sample heated at 700oC 

(P2a).  Insets show particle size 

histograms in nm.  Note: The raw data 

was logged and re-binned to generate the 

logged particle size histograms. 

 

re 4.2 Logged particle size 

grams for: A) pre-heat-treated 

le (N1a), B) sample heated at 600oC 

(P1a) and C) sample heated at 700oC 

(P2a).  Insets show particle size 

histograms in nm.  Note: The raw data 

was logged and re-binned to generate the 

logged particle size histograms. 
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Figure 4.3 A) bright field image of N1a, B) corresponding Co elemental map of A, C) bright 

field image of P1a, D) corresponding Co elemental map of C, E) bright field image of P2a and 

F) corresponding Co elemental map of E. 
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{002}

{100}

B C

 

Figure 4.4 A) HRTEM image of pre-heat-treated sample (N1a), B) HRTEM image of samp

heat-treated at 600oC (P1a) showing lattice planes consistent with hcp cobalt structure (arrows

normal to denoted lattice planes) and C) nano-beam electron diffraction of P1a showing <011>

zone axis of fcc cobalt. 

 

le 

 

 

 

inned P2a particle showing lattice planes consistent 

ith fcc cobalt structure, B) Fourier transform of lower twin in image A and C) Fourier 

ansform of upper twin in image A. 

 

Figure 4.5 A) HRTEM image of multi-tw
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Figure 4.6 X der diffra rns for A) N1a, B) P1a d C ) P2a 
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Figure 4.7 σ vs. H measurements conducted on N1 at A) 300 K (― N1a; ▬ N1b) and B) 5 K  

: zero-field cooled hysteresis loop ― , field cooled hysteresis loop ---; N1b: zero-field 

ooled hysteresis loop ▬, field cooled hysteresis loop ---).  C) shows enlarged region around the 

rigin for 5K hysteresis loops showing asymmetric field-cooled hysteresis loop shift. 

(N1a

c

o
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Figure 4.8 σ vs. H measurements conducted on P1 at A) 300 K (― P1a; ▬ P1b) and B) 5 K  

(P1a: zero-field cooled hysteresis loop ―, field cooled hysteresis loop ---; P1b: zero-field cooled 

hysteresis loop ▬, field cooled hysteresis loop ---).  C) shows enlarged region around

A 

B 

C

 the origin 

r 5K hysteresis loops. fo
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igure 4.9 σ vs. H measurements conducted on P2 at A) 300 K (― P2a; ▬ P2b) and B) 5 K  

A 

B 

C

F

(P2a: zero-field cooled hysteresis loop ―, field cooled hysteresis loop ---; P2b: zero-field cooled 

hysteresis loop ▬, field cooled hysteresis loop ---).  C) shows enlarged region around the origin 

for 5K hysteresis loops. 
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CHAPTER 5. Structural and magnetic properties of anisotropic cobalt ferrite 

nanoparticles with and without a hydrophilic block copolmyer coating 

 

M. A. Zalich,a,c A. Y. Carmichael,c J. S. Riffle,c M. Saunders,b T. G. St. Pierrea 

 
aSchool of Physics and bCenter for Microscopy and Microanalysis, The University of Western 

Australia, 35 Stirling Highway, Crawley, WA 6009, Australia 
cDepartment of Chemistry and Macromolecules and Interfaces Institute, Virginia Polytechnic 

Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24060, USA 

 

5.1 Abstract 

 Anisotropic ferrite nanoparticles were coated with a triblock copolymer dispersant in an 

effort to make them dispersible in aqueous media.  The magnetic and structural properties of 

uncoated and coated nanoparticles were compared to determine if there was a difference between 

the two systems.  The samples were structurally similar as they both came from the same starting 

material and were essentially magnetite with trace amounts of other transition metals.  Both the 

uncoated and coated samples had similar electron and x-ray diffraction patterns; however, the 

coated sample had additional peaks in the x-ray diffraction pattern.  These peaks were attributed 

 the polymer used to coat the particles and provided evidence for the presence of both the 

er.  Furthermore, the ratio of 

to

nanoparticles and polymer in the coated sample.  Magnetic susceptometry measurements 

indicated a specific saturation magnetization of 93 emu g-1 for the uncoated and 24 emu g-1 for 

the coated sample.  This decrease in σS for the coated sample also indicates the presence of 

S

R

σ
σpolym for the coated sample is greater, which indicates that the 

emagnetizing interactions are less than those for the uncoated sample, most likely due to the 

olymer separating the nanoparticles. 

.2 Introduction 

The use of anisotropic particles in biomedicine has been suggested and demonstrated for 

yperthermia applications; however, these particles were typically macroscopic with millimeter 

nd even centimeter dimensions. 9  Particles with dimensions in the nanometer range may have a 

d

p

 

5

h

a
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better acceptance owing to their comparative ease of insertion into tumor tissues.  Furthermore, 

some preliminary calculations indicate that anisotropic magnetic nanoparticles (nanorods) may 

ave a potential use in vivo owing to their increased magnetophoretic mobility over spherical 

 the calculations, 

o assumptions were made: 1) both the rods and spheres are low Reynolds number materials, 2) 

agnetophoretic mobility (ξ).  The 

h

particles when comparing rods with spheres having equal equatorial radii.  In

tw

the rods were considered to be elongated ellipsoids.  For a given static magnetic field and 

medium viscosity, the speed of an object is proportional to its m

magnetophoretic mobility is the product of the object volume and the Stokes drag force for that 

object.  Thus, for a sphere, 34 rV π= where r is the rad
3s ius and for an elongated ellipsoid, 

24 arVe π=  w
3

for a sphere is 

here a is the semi-major axis and r is the equatorial radius.  The Stokes drag force 

νπµrFd 6=       5.2.1 

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the medium and ν is the speed of a sphere.  The Stokes drag 

force for an elongated ellipsoid is 

2
12lnln

4

−+⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

=

r
a

aFd
νπµ . 139     5.2.2 

In the case for equal equatorial radii, the ratio of magnetophoretic mobilities is 

2
2
12lnln3 ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ −+

=
α

ξ
ξ

sphere

rod      5.2.3 

where the aspect ratio (α) is defined as a/r.  In the case for equal volumes, the ratio of 

magnetophoretic mobilities is  

3
2

2

2
12lnln3

α

α

ξ
ξ ⎥⎦

⎤
⎢⎣
⎡ −+

=
sphere

rod .     5.2.4 

Hence, when the rods and spheres have equal equatorial radii, 
sphere

rod

ξ
ξ increases with increasing 

aspect ratio, indicating that rods have a greater magnetophoretic mobility.  For the case when 
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rods and spheres have equal volume,  
sphere

rod

ξ
ξ decreases with increasing aspect ratio, indicating 

that spheres have a greater magnetophoretic mobility.  The anisotropic materials under 

investigation in this research are simple ferrite materials. 

 Simple ferrite materials are derived from Fe3O4 (FeO·Fe2O3) by replacing the FeO with 

another divalent transition metal oxide.  Simple ferrites are defined by the chemical formula 

MFe2O4, where M is a divalent transition metal (Mn, Co, Ni, Cu or Zn). 37  The ratio of the iron 

to the other transition metal ion does not need to be 2:1 to see a difference in material properties.  

Small amounts of transition m e been used as dopants to alter the properties of pure 

 increase the magnetic anisotropy constant (K) to 30 kJ m

etals hav

Fe3O4 systems.  For example, small percentage of Co in the ferrite structure (e.g. Co0.04Fe2.96O4) 

is enough to

Fe3O4, which is useful in magnetic recording media. 36  Ngo et al. prepared cobalt ferrite 

ith only 3.5 wt% cobalt  utilizing Co and Fe dodecylsufate surfactants to generate 

Co0.13Fe2.58X0.29O4 nanoparticles (where X is a catio

ocrystalline anisotropy, due to the increased coercivity of the 

cobalt ‘doped’ system compared with Fe3O4. 66  No

anisotropic ferrite nanoparticles, however, Ji et al. reported on the hydrothermal synthesis of 

CoFe O  nanorods.  A stoichiometric solution of FeCl  and CoCl2 (using 

C for 15 hours in 

an autoclave.  The resulting cobalt ferrite nanorods had a mean length of 120 nm and mean 

diameter of 25 nm. 68 

n attempt was made to coat individual rods, with a triblock 

copolymer system comprised of poly(ethylene oxide) tail blocks and a carboxylic acid containing 

urethane central block, to render them dispersible in aqueous media.  Structural and magnetic 

data will be discussed for the uncoated and coated system

this manuscript will provide the groundwork for future magnetophoretic mobility studies to be 

f Wes

 

-3, from –11 kJ m-3 for pure 

nanoparticles w

nic vacancy).  Nanoparticles with a diameter 

of ~11 nm were prepared and it was suggested that the small amount of cobalt in the 

nanoparticles enhances the magnet

t much research has been conducted on 

2 4 3

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) as a surfactant) was heated at 130o

Herein we report on the structural and magnetic properties of commercially available 

anisotropic ferrite particles.  A

s.  The preliminary data presented in 

conducted on the THALES instrumental setup at the University o tern Australia. 
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5.3 Experimental 

The synthesis of the triblock copolymer used in this research has been previously 

reported. 

5.3.1 Synthesis of Triblock Copolymer Dispersant.   

d by a living anionic polymerization in 

lyses were performed on the coated and uncoated samples using 

inducti

, electron 

nergy loss spectroscopy (EELS), energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX), high-resolution 

EM (HRTEM) and selected area electron diffraction (SAD) were conducted with a JEOL 

33  Briefly, poly(ethylene oxide) was synthesize

a high-pressure reactor using potassium tert-butoxide as the initiator.  The reaction was 

terminated with acetic acid to afford monofunctional poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) with the 

targeted molecular weight of 5,000 g mol-1.  Next, the PEO was capped with isophorone 

diisocyanate and subsequently chain extended with bis(hydroxy methyl)propionic acid in the 

presence of excess isocyanate.  This procedure led to a triblock copolymer comprised of 5,000 g 

mol-1 PEO end-blocks and a carboxylic acid containing urethane central block, where the 

average number of carboxylic acids per chain was three. 

 

5.3.2 Preparation of Polymer Coated Nanoparticles.   

0.875 g of mixed ferrite nanoparticles (donated by Magnox Inc., Pulaski, Virginia) were 

added to 40 mL of Milli Q water and agitated with a mechanical stirrer.  3.5 g of the copolymer 

was dissolved in 10 mL CH2Cl2 and subsequently added to the mixed ferrite/water dispersion.  

The heterogeneous solution was agitated for 16 hours, whereupon the particles were separated by 

magnetic filtration and rinsed multiple times alternating between water and CH2Cl2 to remove 

excess or unbound polymer.  Finally, the material was dried under vacuum for analysis. 

 

5.3.3 Elemental Analysis.   

Elemental ana

vely coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) at the Marine and 

Freshwater Research Laboratory at Murdoch University, Perth, Western Australia.  The samples 

were prepared by digestion in a 1:1 mixture of HNO3:H2SO4 for 14 days at 70-100oC.  The 

samples and a blank were diluted and analyzed in triplicate for transition metal concentrations. 

 

5.3.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy.   

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM)

e

T
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3000F field-emission transmission electron microscope (operated at 300 kV) equipped with a 

ted and uncoated samples were dispersed 

in wate

 radiation) was used to acquire x-ray 

iffraction patterns of the 5K-3-5K polymer, the coated sample and the uncoated sample.  

mple holders and scanned at a rate of 

0.2o/mi

0 Oe at 

00 K and 5K, with 100 Oe spacings between –1000 Oe and 1000 Oe.  Low-temperature 

ed both after cooling the sample in zero applied field and in an 

applied

s, 

moving the field and measuring the remanent moment 700 s after field removal.  This process 

 steps), whereupon the procedure was reversed 

(beginn

Gatan image filter and digital imaging system.  The coa

r by using an ultrasonic bath and subsequently cast onto holey amorphous carbon coated 

grids for analysis.  EFTEM images were acquired at the iron L3,2 edge (L3 edge ~ 707 eV and L2 

edge ~ 720 eV) with a 40 eV slit width and the oxygen K edge (543 eV) with a slit width of 30 

eV.  Qualitative EELS spectra were collected in image mode with a 4 second acquisition time.  

Data were collected until a sufficient signal was obtained.  Qualitative EDS was conducted with 

a 50 second acquisition time. 

 

5.3.5 X-ray Powder Diffraction.   

A Siemens D-500 x-ray diffractometer (Cu-Kα

d

Powdered samples were placed onto poly(carbonate) sa

n with a step size of 0.03o from 10-110o. 

 

5.3.6 Magnetic Susceptometry.   

A Quantum Design magnetic properties measurement system (MPMS-7) equipped with a 

superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)-based sensor was used to make specific 

magnetization measurements (σ) at varying applied fields (H) from –70,000 to +70,00

3

measurements were conduct

 field of 70,000 Oe.  The purpose of the different measurements was to study: 1) the 

saturation magnetization at 300 K, 2) the hysteretic behavior of the sample at 300 K and 3) the 

magnetic behavior at low temperatures.  Henkel plots were generated for the uncoated and 

coated samples using the method described by Allen et al. 140  First, an isothermal remnant 

magnetization (IRM) curve was measured by applying a constant magnetic field for 700 

re

was conducted up to 20 kOe (in 500 Oe

ing at –500 Oe) and followed by applying negative fields to –20 kOe to provide the dc-

demagnetization (DCD) curve.  Henkel plots generated from these data were constructed by 

plotting the normalized IRM remanence vs. DCD remanence magnetizations. 
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5.4 Results and Discussion 

5.4.1 Elemental Analysis 

Elemental analysis of the uncoated sample identified transition metals known to be in 

some mixed ferrite systems (Co, Fe, Mn, Ni, Zn); however, only the Co, Fe and Zn were in 

significant amounts (2.2, 64 and 1 wt% respectively).  Moreover, other trace metals were 

revealed (Al, Ca, Mg, Na, Ti) albeit below 1 wt%.  From the elemental analysis data, the system 

is referred to as a mixed ferrite system, which is essentially Fe3O4 with trace quantities of other 

transition metals.  The coated sample was comprised of 75 wt% polymer and 25 wt% 

anoparticles and the elemental analysis values were within 10% of the expected amount 

. 

 

  Figure 5.1 A shows a bright-field image of the 

ncoated sample, while figure 5.1 B shows a bright-field image of the coated sample.  The 

ed sample has a similar electron density to the amorphous 

carbon 

lock as well as the 

n

calculated from the uncoated sample

5.4.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to evaluate the relative size and 

shape of the anisotropic mixed ferrite nanorods.

u

polymer used in coating the coat

film of the TEM grid and is therefore not expected to show significant contrast.  The 

particles range in length from ~200 nm to ~600 nm, with diameters ranging from ~10 to ~50 nm.  

These values are only approximate, as it is difficult to measure many different particles due to 

the way that they cluster to minimize their magnetostatic energy.  Nevertheless, it is apparent 

that the nanoparticles under investigation are anisotropic and can be defined as ‘nanorods.’  The 

aspect ratio for these particles, given the values reported for length and diameter, ranges from 

approximately 4 to 60. 

Energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and energy 

dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) were applied to study the elemental composition and 

distribution of the nanoparticles.  Intense regions of iron and oxygen elemental maps for both the 

uncoated sample (Figures 5.2 B and 5.2 C) and coated sample (Figures 5.2 E and 5.2 F) 

correlated well with the electron dense regions of the corresponding bright field images (Figure 

5.2 A and 5.2 D respectively).  Some EFTEM images of the coated sample showed regions 

external to the ferrite particles with higher oxygen content than others, which could be due to the 

polymer used to coat the particles, as it contains oxygen atoms in the PEO b
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acid containing urethane central block.  However, the signal intensity is very low and difficult to 

images.  EELS was used to investigate the presence of other elements 

detecte

 measure ~2.92 Å.  This spacing is consistent with the 2.97 

 lattice spacing ({220} plane) of a ferrite material (inverse spinel).  Measurements of the coated 

ngs, also consistent with the {220} planes of a ferrite 

materia

5.4.3 X

observe in printed EFTEM 

d by elemental analysis and revealed the L-edges of cobalt and nickel in the spectrum, 

albeit with very weak intensities (Figure 5.3).  Elemental maps of Co, Ni or Zn could not be 

generated due to the low signal of the elements in the sample.  EDX also confirmed the presence 

of other transition metals within the samples (spectra not shown).  

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) was used to probe the 

crystal structure of the nanorods.  Figure 5.4 shows HRTEM images of the uncoated sample 

(Figure 5.4 A) and coated sample (Figure 5.4 B).  The HRTEM image for the uncoated sample 

shows discrete lattice spacings, which

Å

sample indicate ~2.97 Å for the lattice spaci

l.  Fourier transforms of images 5.4 A and B show the frequency with which the lattice 

planes in the crystal repeat.  Measurements of the repeating frequencies are consistent with the 

lattice spacings measured from the high-resolution images. 

Selected area electron diffraction (SAD) was also employed to study the crystal structure 

of both the uncoated and coated samples.  An exemplary diffraction pattern of the uncoated 

sample is shown in Figure 5.5 and is similar to the coated sample.  Ratios between the diffraction 

rings are listed in Table 5.1.  Rings four and six ({222} and {331} lattice spacings respectively) 

are absent, which is expected due to their weak intensities.  These data indicate that the ratios of 

the rings match the ratios of literature d-spacings for magnetite very well, supporting the 

information obtained from HRTEM analysis. 

 

-ray Powder Diffraction 

X-ray powder diffraction analysis of the uncoated sample revealed reflections at 2θ 

values that corresponded well with the inverse spinel crystal structure of cobalt ferrite and 

magnetite (Figure 5.6A, Table 5.2).  Cobalt ferrite (CoO·Fe2O3) has the same crystal structure as 

magnetite (FeO·Fe2O3), with the only difference being the divalent ion in the system (Co+2 for 

cobalt ferrite and Fe+2 for magnetite).  The intensity of x-ray reflections can change owing to the 

different structure factors for different elements.  The x-ray diffraction intensities for the 

uncoated and coated samples had a better match to magnetite.  The diffraction pattern for the 
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coated sample was identical to the uncoated sample, but contained other reflections at smaller 

values of 2θ (Figure 5.6B).  XRD analysis of the powdered polymer sample revealed intense 

peaks at 2θ values of 19 and 23.2o and a broad doublet between 25.5 and 27.5o (Figure 5.6C).  

Poly(ethylene oxide) is a semi-crystalline polymer and these reflections have been reported 

elsewhere for PEO or PEO based polymer coated nanocomposites. 141-143  The reflections at 

small values of 2θ for the coated sample matched with the reflections of the polymer, indicating 

that the

alue compares well with that of pure 

magnet

ts on the coated sample (Figure 5.7) revealed a σS 

f 24 emu g-1 sample, σR of 10 emu g-1 sample and HC ~ 610 Oe.  The saturation and remanent 

5% of the values reported for the uncoated sample, which is 

expecte

 coated sample is comprised of polymer and inverse spinel mixed ferrite particles (Table 

5.2). 

 

5.4.4 Magnetic Susceptometry 

Room temperature specific magnetization (σ) versus applied magnetic field (H) 

hysteresis loop measurements of the uncoated sample (Figure 5.7) indicated a saturation 

magnetization value (σS) of 93 emu g-1 sample, a remanent specific magnetization value (σR) of 

~36 emu g-1 sample and a coercivity (HC) of 650 Oe.  Since the uncoated sample is known to be 

magnetite with trace amounts of Co and Zn, the saturation v

ite (Fe3O4) having a literature σS of 90 emu g-1 at room temperature. 129  The magnetic 

properties displayed by the uncoated sample are similar to those of a magnetically blocked 

material, owing to the degree of magnetic remanence and coercivity.  Magnetization versus 

temperature measurements indicated a maximum blocking temperature around 300 K.  Low 

temperature (5 K) σ vs. H measurements showed an increase in HC to ~2000 Oe and σR to ~55 

emu g-1. 

Room temperature σ vs. H measuremen

o

magnetization values are about 2

d as the coated sample contains ~25 wt% mixed ferrite nanoparticles.  HC is independent 

of the mass fraction of ferrite in the sample and is similar to that reported for the uncoated 

sample.  σ vs. T measurements also indicated a maximum blocking temperature around 300 K.  5 

K σ vs. H measurements showed a similar behavior to the uncoated sample, with increased 

coercivity and σR. 

Henkel plots were generated for both the uncoated and coated samples to investigate the 

presence of interparticle interactions.  It was postulated that the coated sample would show 
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weaker interparticle interactions if each particle were individually coated with the block 

copolymer dispersant.  Both Henkel plots indicated a demagnetizing interaction in the samples of 

the same order of magnitude.  These results suggest that either the particles in the coated sample 

are not individually coated and are interacting, or the coating on individual particles does not 

provide sufficient distance from neighboring particles to decrease or eliminate interparticle 

interactions.  Note, however, that 
S

R

σ
σ for the coated particles is 0.42, while 

S

R

σ
σ for the uncoated 

particles is 0.39.  This difference suggests that the demagnetizing interactions for the coated 

mple are weaker than the demagnetizing interactions for the uncoated sample, most likely 

 the coated particles.  Thus, the assumption of having ideal 

Stoner-

norods).  High-resolution TEM, selected area electron diffraction and x-ray diffraction 

indicat

rch will be conducted to individually coat the particles with block copolymer 

dispers

sa

owing to the polymer separating

Wohlfarth particles (single domain particles with coherent rotation of spins) used for 

constructing Henkel plots, may not apply to this system, since the particles are of the size where 

domain walls could be present. 

 

5.5 Conclusions 

The mixed ferrite nanoparticles were determined to be comprised primarily of magnetite 

with other transition metals as dopants (Co, Ni, Zn).  Energy-filtered TEM, electron energy loss 

spectroscopy and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy confirmed that the dominant elements 

present in the sample are iron and oxygen.  The length of the nanoparticles ranged from 200 to 

600 nm and the width ranged from 10 to 50 nm, indicating that the particles are anisotropic in 

shape (na

ed that the particles had an inverse spinel crystal structure, similar to magnetite.  Magnetic 

susceptometry measurements indicated that the uncoated sample had a saturation magnetization 

(92 emu g-1) similar to bulk magnetite (90 emu g-1), while the saturation magnetization of the 

coated sample was proportional to the amount of mixed ferrite material charged during the 

stabilization procedure.  The demagnetizing interactions were greater in the uncoated sample, 

suggesting that the polymer coating in the coated sample may be decreasing the interparticle 

interactions. 

 Future resea

ants.  Experiments will be performed to evaluate their magnetophoretic mobility using 

THALES, an instrument constructed at the University of Western Australia for measuring 
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magnetophoretic mobilities.  Ultimately, individually coated particles will be studied in vivo for 

potential biomedical applications. 
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Table 5.1 Ratios of experimental electron diffraction rings compared to literature values for 

magnetite 2 
Ring Ratios Ratios for Uncoated Ratios for Coated Literature Ratios 

1.63 1.63 1.63 1/2 
2/3 1.18 1.17 1.17 

able 5.2 Peak comparisons for experimental uncoated and coated samples with literature values 

r magnetite and pure polymer 

Peak # Exp. d-spacing 
uncoated 

Exp. d-spacing 
coated 

Lit. d-spacing 
Fe3O4

2
Exp. d-spacing 

polymer 
1 4.86 4.82 4.85  

3/5 1.20 1.20 1.21 
5/7 1.23 1.22 1.23 
7/8 1.07 1.07 1.06 
8/9 1.08 1.09 1.09 

 

 

T

fo

 

2 2.97 2.97 2.97  
3 2.53 2.53 2.53  
4 2.43 2.42 2.42  
5 2.1 2.1 2.1  
6 1.93 1.92 1.93  
7 1.72 1.71 1.71  
8 1.62 1.61 1.62  
9 1.48 1.48 1.48  
10 1.42 1.42 1.42  
11 1.33 1.33 1.33  
12 1.28 1.28 1.28  
13 1.27 1.26 1.27  
14 1.21 1.21 1.21  
15 1.17 1.17 1.18  
15 1.12 1.12 1.12  
17 1.09 1.09 1.09  
18 1.05 1.05 1.05  
A  4.63  4.66 
B  3.81  3.83 
C  3.4  3.41 
D  3.3  3.32 
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.1 TEM ages of: A) unc ated nanopartic s and B) coate nanoparticles. 
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Figure 5.2 A) bright field image of uncoated sample, B) corresponding iron elemental map of A, 

) corresponding oxygen elemental map of A, D) bright field image of coated sample, E) 

orresponding iron elemental map of D and F) corresponding oxygen elemental map of D. 

C

c
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Fe L3 edg

Fe L2 edge

Co L3,2 edge
Ni L3,2 edge 
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Figure 5.3 EELS spectrum from uncoated sample with edges labeled..  

 

Figure 5.4 High-resolution transmission electron micrographs of: A) uncoated sample and B) 

coated sample.  Insets are Fourier transforms of respective images. 
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Figure 5.5 Exemplary selected area diffraction pattern for uncoated sample. 
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Figure 5.6 X-ray diffraction patterns for: A) uncoated sample, B) coated sample and C) pure 

polymer 
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7 Room temperature σ vs. H curves for uncoated (─) and coated (---) samples. 
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CHAPTER 6. Conclusions 

The thermal decomposition of dicobalt octacarbonyl in the presence of poly(styrene-b-4-

inylphenoxyphthanlonitile) afforded discrete cobalt nanoparticles with a mean particle size of 

8.5 nm.  Upon thermal treatment, the polymer coating pyrolyzed to generate a graphitic coating 

round the cobalt nanoparticles.  In addition, thermal treatment led to nanoparticle sintering and 

an increase in mean particle size (36.1 nm) and size distribution breadth.  X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) confirmed that the dominant crystal phase of the cobalt in the pre-heat-treated and heat-

treated samples was fcc; however, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) 

provided evidence that at least some hcp cobalt was present in the heat-treated sample.  Magnetic 

susceptometry measurements indicated that the pre-heat-treated sample oxidized upon exposure 

to air as evidenced by a noticeable asymmetric field-cooled hysteresis loop shift, while the heat-

treated sample was oxidatively stable for over one year owing to the graphitic sheaths around the 

cobalt nanoparticles. 

 Thermally decomposing dicobalt octacarbonyl in the presence of poly(dimethylsiloxane-

b-(methylvinylsiloxane-co-methyl(2-trimethoxysilethyl)siloxane)) led to cobalt nanoparticles 

with a mean particle size of 14.1 nm.  Thermal treatment of this system at 600oC generated two 

f 91 nm.  

his bimodal distribution was attributed to some cobalt nanoparticle sintering at 600oC.  Thermal 

treatment at 700oC led to cobalt nanoparticles with a mean particle size of 10.1 nm.  It is 

hypothesized that thermal treatment at 700oC pyrolyzes the polymer coating faster than thermal 

treatment at 600oC, which effectively locks the cobalt nanoparticles in a silica-type matrix 

preventing them from coming into contact with one another and sintering.  XRD confirmed that 

the dominant crystal phase of the thermally treated samples was fcc cobalt; however, the 

presence of hcp cobalt was demonstrated by HRTEM analysis.  The pre-heat-treated sample was 

weakly crystalline as evidenced by the weak y diffraction pattern.  

Magnetic susceptometry measurements indicated  thermal treatment caused an increase in the 

cobalt specific saturation magnetization, most er 

oating and an increase in cobalt nanoparticle crystallinity.  The pre-heat-treated sample seemed 

to be more susceptible to oxidation, probably owing to the weak crystallinity and lack of 

oxidative protection.  The heat-treated samples oxidized more slowly, possibly owing to their 

increased crystallinity and silica coating. 

 

v

1

a

distinct populations of particles (modes at ~10 and 120 nm) with a mean particle size o

T

 diffraction peaks in x-ra

 that

 likely owing to the pyrolysis of the polym

c
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The mixed ferrite nanoparticles were determined to be comprised primarily of magnetite 

with other transition metals as dopants (Co, Ni, Zn).  Energy-filtered TEM, electron energy loss 

spectroscopy and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy confirmed that the dominant elements 

present in the sample are iron and oxygen.  The length of the nanoparticles ranged from 200 to 

600 nm and the width ranged from 10 to 50 nm, indicating that the particles are anisotropic in 

shape (nanorods).  HRTEM, selected area electron diffraction and XRD indicated that the 

particles had an inverse spinel crystal structure, similar to magnetite.  Magnetic susceptometry 

measurements indicated that the uncoated sample had a saturation magnetization (92 emu g-1) 

similar to bulk magnetite (90 emu g-1), while the saturation magnetization of the coated sample 

was proportional to the amount of mixed ferrite material charged during the stabilization 

procedure.  The ratio of 
S

R

σ
σ for the coated sample was greater than the ratio of 

S

R

σ
σ for the 

uncoated sample, which implies that the demagnetizing interactions between the particles are 

greater in the uncoated sample.  This information suggests that the polymer coating is separating 

the nanoparticles and preventing them from interacting to a certain extent. 
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CHAP

PDMS and other siloxane-based polymers sterically stabilize cobalt nanoparticles in a variety of 

tabilizers tailored for 

esired solvents. 

Anisotropic ferrite nanoparticles need to be coated individually to realize their potential 

 biomedical applications.  One problem with these particles is that they have remanent 

agnetization, which leads to interparticle interactions and clustering.  It is unclear as to whether 

echanical stirring separates the particles enough to individually coat them.  More than likely, 

lusters of particles were coated in Chapter 5.  One way to remove the remanent magnetization is 

y heating the particles above the blocking temperature; however, this may lead to a change in 

e particle structure and/or size.  Another possibility is to mechanically agitate a solution of the 

articles in an ultrasonic bath and then add the polymeric dispersant.  This dual-agitation 

rocedure may lead to particles that are less aggregated and may afford individually coated 

rrite nanorods.  Once individually coated nanorods are prepared, their magnetophoretic 

obility can be studied using an instrument (THALES) in the School of Physics at the 

niversity of Western Australia, specifically designed for studying the behavior of magnetic 

articulate media in fluids. 

Analytically, it would be interesting to study any magnetic nanoparticle system using off-

xis electron holography.  In electron holography, one can study the magnetic behavior of 

TER 7. Recommendations for Future Work 

 It would be advantageous to learn more about the thermal treatment of cobalt 

nanoparticles stabilized by the polymeric dispersant systems described in Chapters 3 and 4.  A 

designed experiment with time and temperature as variables may provide information on the 

degree of particle sintering and particle crystallinity, so that the thermal treatment procedure can 

be tailored to generate discrete and highly-crystalline cobalt nanoparticles for each block 

copolymer system.  From a synthetic front, block copolymers comprised of a 4-

vinylphenoxyphthalonitrile anchor block and siloxane-containing stabilizing block would be 

interesting candidates for dispersing nanoparticles.  The 4-vinylphenoxyphthalonitrile block 

interacts strongly with cobalt nanoparticle surfaces and shows evidence for forming an 

oxidatively stable graphitic coating around the cobalt nanoparticles after thermal treatment.  

solvents and the pyrolysis of a siloxane polymer leads to silica.  Silica is highly functional and 

can be decorated with numerous functional groups.  Different polymers can be grown from the 

functional groups leading to oxidatively stable nanoparticles with steric s
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individual magnetic nanoparticles in situ.  The specimen is oriented such that the incident 

ctroele n beam in half of the column interacts with the specimen (object beam) and the electron 

beam on the other half of the column does not interact with anything (reference beam).  Electron 

holography is conducted in a TEM equipped with an electronic biprism (small conductive 

filament) located in an image lens.  The filament is normal to the electron beam and when a 

voltage is applied to the filament the electrons on either side of the filament (object and reference 

beams) are bent towards the center causing them to overlap and interfere.  The resulting 

hologram contains information relating to the magnetic field and magnetic flux density of a 

sample. 144  Dunin-Borkowski et al. have used electron holography to study the magnetic 

behavior of cobalt nanoparticles undergoing in situ hysteresis loops.  The strength of the 

objective lens in the microscope was changed to change the magnetic field and holograms for 

each field strength were recorded to learn about remanent states at varying applied field 

strengths. 145 
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